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Expanding the kingdom
Welcome to the new year! Next year will be my first full year at the helm, so I can’t really give an annual report. here, but I can report on the facts I do know, 

and I will follow it up with some of the magazine’s goals for 2014. ¶ You all have responded tremendously to all aspects of the remodeled magazine. Personally, 

I read that to mean we are earning back your trust. I have a commitment to a monthly production to honor, and as we’ve held up our end of the bargain, you all 

have come back and you’ve stayed. That means the world to us. ¶ Since just May, we have 40 percent more unique pageviews. People stay on pages twice as 

long. Every day, for every return visitor, we’re adding a new visitor. And more importantly? We’ve reduced the number of you who hit our site for the first time 

and don’t come back by half. ¶ In 2014, HM Magazine has committed to three growth goals: Advertising, Sponsorships and MetalHeart. Advertising: We have 

had a number of advertisers on the website in 2013 (shouts out!), but when the magazine moved to a priceless format, we now have to be able to secure enough 

advertising (or sponsorships or donations) to sustain our continued growth. ¶ Sponsorships: We don’t just take, we give, too! In 2014, HM has already commit-

ted to a number of festivals, including South By So What?!, the Creation and Sonshine festivals, the returning Ichthus Festival, AudioFeed and more. We hope to 

see you out at all of them! Since music (and especially live music) is our core competency, we want to be out there, with you all, more and more each year. ¶ And 

with us at all these festivals will be MetalHeart. MetalHeart, a new clothing and apparel company, will launch in March at South By So What?!, and portions of 

the company’s profits will go towards helping sustain this magazine. In short: It’s another way for you to support HM. ¶ For the first time in a number of years — 

like, at least a decade — I have a true hope and passion for 2014. I can’t wait to share it with every one of you, here in these pages.
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For three years, 

Wisconsin-based melodic 

hardcore band, Conveyer, 

has been working toward this 

moment: The release of their 

debut album Worn Out. We 

take a look at the back story 

and dynamics of a band on 

the cusp of their dream of 

reaching everyone for Christ 

in an unconventional way. 

The band hopes to bridge the 

gap between those who ques-

tion their faith and a God 

who offers hope no matter 

where they find themselves.

Your debut album just 
dropped, but the band 

has actually been around 
for a few years already. 
Tell us about what it took 
to get you from where 
you started to where you 
are now.

Guitarist Ty Brooks: 

We’ve been a band for three 

years now. We put out a 

few shorter EPs and played 

regionally in support of 

them for a few years. We 

had a few member changes 

early on, but this lineup 

has been together since the 

summer of 2012. We have 

been writing for our new 

record, Worn Out, for about 

a year now, and we couldn’t 

CONVEYER
BY MATTHEW MIKA
PHOTO BY
JACKIE DAVID-MARTINEZ
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— CONVEYER VOCALIST CARTER DANIELS

be happier with how it came out. We 

can’t wait to put it out and tour in 

support of it next year.

A lot of people say the heavy 
music scene is dying; what’s your 
take? How important is it in 
terms of what you write? What 
about hardcore/metal fuels your 
desire to play?

Vocalist Carter Daniels: It all 

depends on what circles you’re 

involved in. I’ve been booking, 

playing and going to shows since 

I was 13, and I haven’t seen a 

decline, just a shift in interests. 

Middle school was Mae, Copeland, 

MCR, AFI; emo/indie/punk/rock. 

Once high school started, the 

scene I grew up in was all about 

riffy metalcore from the likes of 

Comeback Kid, Means and Life 

in Your Way. Shortly after that, 

kids only wanted to listen to the 

heaviest music they could (i.e.”: 

Impending Doom, Whitechapel, Job 

for a Cowboy) By no means would 

I describe our music as “heavy,” 

but it just seems to be what style 

is in right now. That catchy, fast, 

melodic sound is huge. Look at 

the success of Being as an Ocean, 

Hundredth and Counterparts right 

now. Their music is bringing them 

to every corner of the planet. We’re 

just lucky that all of our influences 

mesh together to bring out that kind 

of retro sounding melodic hardcore 

that seems to be “in” right now.

What distracts you while you’re 
on stage? What can a crowd do to 
really get you pumped?

Daniels: I distract myself on stage 

more than anything off-stage does. 

I always run back and forth, trip 

over cables, run into the other guys, 

things like that. I never really ask the 

crowd to do anything. If you want 

to just watch and listen; have at it. 

If you want to run in a circle like an 

idiot and have the time of your life; 

by all means do that. However, my 

preferred type of crowd is one that 

is a constantly moving circle pit and 

people crawling over other people to 

grab the mic and yell at my face.

What does everyone do to sup-
port yourselves outside of the 

band? What is each person’s role 
within the group?

Brooks: We all have an important 

part in the writing for the band, we 

all come to the table with ideas and 

work together until we are happy 

with where the song is going. We are 

a band that enjoys the songwriting 

process. We have never used a com-

puter program to write our songs, 

and we’re very proud of that. To me, 

that takes all the fun out of being in 

a band. As far as roles in the band, 

I handle a lot of the management 

and booking side of the band, Carter 

writes the lyrics and does a lot of our 

design work. 

Outside of the band, I am a 

manager for Zumiez, Jake is a tat-

tooer in Eau Claire, Ben is a server 

in Minneapolis, Carter works for 

Vans at the Mall of America and 

is a student and Bryan is a bar-

tender for Friday’s by the Mall of 

America.

As a group or individually, 
what are your thoughts on faith, 
God and Jesus Christ? What (if 
any) place does it have in your 

music, your lives and the under-
ground music scene?

Williams: Our band is first and 

foremost Christian. Christ is the most 

important thing in each of our lives. 

So, the place that Jesus takes in our 

music, lives and scene is everything. 

The lyrics for Worn Out focus on the 

rigors of a dwindling faith and fight-

ing to maintain a faith relationship. 

While that may not sound like the 

most heartwarming lyric premise for 

an outright Christian band, I believe 

it is something all of us, as believers, 

go through, and not all believers 

make it through to the other side. The 

lyrics don’t follow any biblical tracks 

or stories. I wanted to write some-

thing real and relevant that people 

could latch onto regardless of where 

they are with their faith. I wrote 

these words in hopes that someone 

in spiritual limbo could take them 

and find a way to dig themselves 

out of the rut they’re in and get back 

on track. A faith-centered life is not 

easy, but I hope that this album can 

help cushion the blow.

†

Mika is an HM contributor.

I wanted to write 
something real 
and relevant that 
people could latch 
onto regardless 
of where they are 
with their faith.
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NIELSEN GREINER

Nielsen Greiner is from Lancaster, PA and recently graduated with a bachelor’s degree in anthropology. Currently, he works full-time. He has a heart for
high school ministry.

“Blessed are the poor in 
spirit: for theirs is the king-
dom of heaven.” Matthew 5:3

As good intentions and 
ambitions often go, so have 
many of mine. Many have 
been lost, yet to be found; 
in their place, a sense of 
emptiness has settled in 
me over the years. Now, 
I’m beginning to see some 
of this emptiness partly 
due to hopelessness. But 
I’ve also realized that emp-
tiness, in and of itself, is 
not necessarily the enemy. 
If allowed, emptiness can 
take you to a desperate 
place. When you’re in this 
place, you can receive a 
gift that is only given to 
those whose hearts, souls 
and spirits are in that des-
perately poverty-stricken 
place.

I am currently in a 
place of many possibili-
ties and unknowns, hopes 

and dreams, longings and 
desires. In all of it, I often 
feel as if I have little to 
offer. It’s here where I’ve 
learned my limitations can 
bring me to the Father in a 
state of desperation. There, 
I see that my existence is 
valuable solely in knowing I 
am fully His, fully found in 
Him. When I am empty of 
my genuine (yet temporal 
efforts), there is finally 
room to be full of something 
eternal.

I oftentimes find myself 
in a perpetual state of emp-
tiness, longing and desire – 
willing and wishing for more, 
but never quite finding the 
glass slipper, lingering some-
where, just beyond reach.

If we are not followed by 
hope in our seeking nor fol-
lowing in hope as we search, 
we will be lost to a crushing 
weight.

Hope sustains us in our 

emptiness, poverty, need 
and lack.

Maybe you, like me, 
have lost hope in some way. 
Maybe you’ve lost a loved 
one, a friend, father, moth-
er, sister or brother this past 
year. Maybe you’ve lost the 
love of your life. Maybe you 
struggle with depression, 
hopelessness or despair. 
Maybe you’re so desperate, 
you think your only option is 
to take your own life. Maybe 
you are sick, you’ve lost a 
job, made a grave mistake, 
let someone down, let 
yourself down. Maybe you 
feel like you failed God and 
aren’t worthy to be His son 
or daughter.

Today I can tell you, with 
all confidence, all is not lost; 
you are not lost. There is 
absolutely nothing capable 
of separating you from the 
hope that is fully yours in 
Jesus Christ. He paid for 

you to live with hope, for it 
to lead you to God Himself.

“(W)e went through fire 
and through water, yet You 
brought us out into a place of 
abundance.” Psalm 66:12

Whether through hell or 
flood, we can set our hearts 
on a hope greater than 
these. If the fires have taken 
everything – our dreams and 
desires, our intentions and 
ambitions – if the waters 
swept you far further than 
thought you would be, take 
courage. The beauty of our 
eternal hope is this: Even 
if the fires do not cease 
beneath us nor the waters 
be stilled around us in this 
age, we remain standing 
strong on the immovable 
mountain of our Father’s 
goodness. We need to 
rest in the embrace of His 
unchanging love and find a 
home in His heart.

Friends, we have a Hope.

It may not feel or look 
right, and all of your hurt, 
ache and struggle attempt 
to drown it out, It still 
stands. When the fires 
have ceased and you’re not 
surrounded by Hell, when 
the waters have withdrawn 
their reach and Earth is 
finally beneath you – we 
will see it to be true, as it 
has been all along. The time 
is coming when things will 
change, when we will step 
into a “place of abundance” 
– the place where Hope has 
brought us. For those of us 
who feel empty going into 
this New Year, we now have 
room for something greater 
to dwell. What dwelt in us 
before will never be as true 
as the eternal Hope that will 
always follow.

Hope: The Blessing of Emptiness
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MATT FRANCIS

You used to be able to 
discover all the bands you 
needed from the inserts on 
compact discs. A good CD 
insert contained pictures, 
lyrics and an extended 
“credits” section where you 
could see the artists’ level of 
spiritual dedication by how 
they thanked the individual 
members of the Trinity. 

There was often a thank 
you to other bands, gen-
erally tour mates. This was 
the best way to learn about 
other worthwhile bands to 
check out within the taste 
range of the purchased 
CD in the dark age before 
Pandora radio and access to 
every song ever via Youtube.

Dark age, indeed.
So I have Bleach to thank 

for this one.
Pedro the Lion had 

already released an EP and a 
few albums. The reputation 
of the band — composed 

primarily of creative center 
David Bazaan — was of 
a spitfire, jagged-edged 
Christianity that called it 
liked it was, as seen on the 
2002 release Control, with 
lyrics like, “If it isn’t pene-
tration / then it isn’t worth 
the kiss.” This seemed espe-
cially daring at the time.

The album documents an 
affair and inevitable divorce 
while criticizing American 
capitalism (perhaps because 
he liked the alliteration of 
“corporate cum”).

However, as a sheltered 
Christian teenager in high 
school, owning an album 
with such parlance felt like 
concealing porn. I gave the 
album away to a friend.

Pedro’s first effort, from 
’97, Whole, is a six-song con-
cept album in the grand tra-
dition of folk story-telling. 
The first track describes the 
overall themes and setting, 

painting the broad strokes of 
a character kicking against 
“the rules,” blaming their 
constriction for imposing 
on “his way.” After all, “the 
problem with rules is / it 
alienates the criminals / and 
who’s to say that what they 
did was wrong that day.” 
(The rules! The rules say it’s 
wrong.)

The effort is a simplistic 
fable from an AA hymn-
book: from addiction to 
redemption through the 
healing power of Christ. 
Second track “Fix” describes 
the recreational use of drugs 
and the feeling of empow-
erment and control over its 
usage. Things quickly take a 
turn into desperate addic-
tion, leading to “Whole,” 
a plea to “Mr. Hole Fix-It 
Man” to fill his emptiness 
(and be his methadone), 
while “Lullaby” offers a 
gentle refrain from Christ 

himself: “Rest in me, little 
David / and dry all your 
tears / You can lay down 
your armor / You can have 
no fear.” 

The music, spread across 
all six tracks, is straightfor-
ward and effortless. Each 
instrument has the compla-
cency of a novice, with the 
welcoming, open arms of a 
community jam session — 
you don’t have to learn your 
part because you already 
know it. Combine the diffi-
culty level with the saunter 
of mid-to-slow tempo, 
rather than even speed to 
give the impression of com-
plicity, and the songs have a 
jug band appeal with focus 
on mood and story progress. 
Each musical turn is drafted 
from the same cloth, a rise 
and fall of the protagonist, 
without ever calling on 
outside elements of varied 
instrumentation. The dark-

est point is conveyed in stilt-
ed pace and minor chords 
— hope, through washy 
cymbals and a more driving 
mid-tempo beat.

David Bazaan publicly 
turned away from the 
Christian faith in 2010. In 
interviews from around that 
time, he described the fall 
as gradual, from indulging 
in intellectual examinations 
of God and faith under the 
assumption that the answers 
would plant him firmly 
back in the believing camp, 
rather than strip away his 
foundation. It was “decon-
version,” as Christianity 
Today phrased it. I don’t 
purport to know the per-
sonal workings of the man’s 
faith, either through his lyr-
ics before or his somewhat 

The problem with rules is,
it alienates the criminals

Matt Francis is a filmmaker/media designer out of Virginia Beach and the drummer for Feral Conservatives, an indie rock band.
You can check out his website at mfrancisfilm.com.
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vague interview responses 
of recent. Still, my reaction 
was startled — he was a 
unique voice on the fringes 
of the CCM world, much 
like Derek Webb, where 
word choice was often scru-
tinized beyond their some-
times damning implications. 
It’s sad to me that, if we 
couldn’t sanitize their voices 
out of our own market, they 
could fall away on their own 
accord and leave things just 
a little too conventional and 
unchallenging.

A selfish but immedi-
ate response might be to 
look over his body of work 
with the hindsight of his 
recantations. Whole was an 
important record for me, 
and we react to art through 
various facets, the authors 
initial intended meaning 
being only one. But does 
sincerity only count in the 
moment, the initial feeling 
that led to the declaration, 
or does it have to be looked 
at in time, to see if it stayed 
the course? A snap shot of 
any relationship can feel 

doomed in hindsight, despite 
smiling faces and holding 
hands. There’s a bittersweet 
melancholy in knowing that 
failure is the outcome, even 
before the signs of wear and 
doubt have surfaced.

Whole works as a com-
plete story because of the 
resolution song, “Lullaby.” 
The preceding songs keep a 
distant, fable-like quality to 
the songwriting. It’s more 
overarching than personal. A 
reference to a needle lends 
to specifics of the narcotic, 
but most of the story ele-
ments are at arm’s length. 
“Fix” takes on multiple 
meanings throughout the 
course of the narrative, from 
the drug high to the call for 
saving/mending. As obtuse 
as “broken” to describe a 
host of ills, so “fix” can apply 
to any number of generally 
applied repairs. All we know 
is that it worked, not how — 
problem solved. Mr. Hole 
Fix-It Man fixed it up right. 

Not that we’re looking for 
a 12-step program, rehab or 
any long discourse on prac-

tical detox solutions. The 
magic, the True Fix, which 
we also understand to fill a 
spiritual deficiency, works 
because “Lullaby” turns the 
fabled story into a personal 
response to salvation, right 
down to Jesus addressing 
the author by name on the 
chorus. The song springs 
from someone who’s seen 
the dark end of the struggle, 
and the True Fix resonates 
as genuine. The story 
details are filled in, not 
with specificity, only with 
the emotions of a fall and 
redemption. It’s a modern 
Brothers Grimm, and when 
the orator pauses and the 
audience breaks its trance 
to scrutinize their gullibility, 
all the orator has to do is lift 
his own sleeve to reveal the 
track marks on his arm.

So is Bazaan’s admission, 
nearly 13 years later, an 
addendum to the tale on 
Whole?  Did Scorsese get 
a hold of the screenplay 
rights and offer the dark 
final third to inject some 
additional character layer 

to an all-too classically 
structured story? It’s never 
that simple. The story, like 
the music, bears a minimal-
ism in its swift poetry, but 
human complexity is our 
gift and curse. Through the 
story we see the bookends, 
starting with the alienating 
rules and ending with the 
soul-repair work of the Fix-
It Man. 

The overarching through 
line, then, might come 
back to the introductory 

track. Where we fit on the 
narrative, on any given day, 
might be how we respond 
to this line: “I want to do 
it my way.” For me — my 
desires, original sin or, hell, 
even those pesky rules — it 
seems to be a fluxing pro-
cess rather than a linear 
progress. Maybe the fix is 
about second, third and all 
our chances and re-chances. 
But that’s the problem with 
rules: They alienate me 
whenever I break them.

COLUMNS

But does
sincerity only 
count in the 
moment, the 
initial feeling 
that led to the 
declaration, or 
does it have to 
be looked at 
in time, to see 
if it stayed the 
course?
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This author 
hit the nail on 
the head of 
suffering with 
last year’s 
Glorious Ruin 
and the Jesus 
+ Nothing = 
Everything 
discourse on 

the sufficiency of Christ, and now he takes on my favor-
ite subject of all time: the grace of God. The subtitle is 
“Inexhaustible Grace for an Exhausted World,” and it’s 
an exploration of a subject the author explains is “way 
more drastic, way more gratuitous, way more liberating 
and way more scandalous than any of us realize.” The 
dude is a great storyteller and his subject is par excel-
lence. Dig into this and change your perspective on rest, 
works and God Himself.

This genius and 
brilliant writer 
shines a magni-
fying glass on the 

promise-keeping nature of our God. With a chrono-
logical exegesis on the various covenants that God has 
made with man (Creation, Noahic, Abrahamic, Mosaic, 
Davidic and new one made by Christ), he also provides a 
handy study guide with each chapter, for deeper inves-
tigation. While a studious writer, Sproul is a great com-
municator that knows how to distill an important truth 
or caveat. An inspirational dig, it’s deep, but easy to 
read. If you’ve never picked up Sproul, you’ve got some 
catching up to do (like his excellent works The Holiness 
of God, The Work of Christ, two of many), but this is 
a heck of an introduction to an author you’ll probably 
learn to trust.

This graph-
ic novel takes 
a fairly com-
prehensive 
look at the 
life of Jesus 
the Messiah 
– from the 
angelic 
announce-
ments for and 

the births of John the Baptist and Jesus, the fulfillment 
of the law, adoration of the Magi, the security flight to 
Egypt, Jesus as a lad, the proclamation by the eater of 
locusts and honey, and then the genealogy listings found 
in Luke and Matthew. That’s the content. Most of us 
have probably read it before, but what’s pretty cool is 
the full color impressionistic paintings of the characters 
portrayed throughout. 

PROMISES FROM GOD

BOOKS

REVIEWS BY DOUG VAN PELT

SPROUL EXAMINES 
GOD’S PINKY SWEARS

R.C. Sproul
The Promises of God
David C. Cook

Mark Arey, Kai 
Carpenter, Matt Dorff
Messiah: Origin
Zondervan

Tullian Tchividjian
One Way Love
David C. Cook
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Nine Lashes is a five-piece Christian 

radio rock band from Birmingham, Ala., 

formed in 2006. The band caught the 

eye of producer and musician Trevor 

McNevan (of Thousand Foot Krutch) 

when it independently released its first 

album, Escape. It was McNevan who 

brought the group to the attention of 

Tooth & Nail President Brandon Ebel, 

who, clearly valuing its sound, signed 

Nine Lashes to a deal. The band put in 

its time doing festivals and touring for 

the bulk of 2013 behind its second album, 

World We View. And now, with the push 

from its upcoming record, From Water 

to War, dropping in late January, the 

band is poised to have a big 2014. Here, 

I was honored to get to know vocalist 

Jeremy Dunn a little more, sharing some 

of the band’s thoughts on its rapid rise.

I noticed some of the guys had 
nicknames in the band. Do you 
also have a nickname?

Dunn: No. We never got one to 

stick. One time, (one) almost stuck. It 

was “Diesel.” … I tried to put diesel in 

the car one time. Being on the road, I 

got so used to pulling in to the diesel 

pump and sticking it in and every-

thing. When I got home and I started 

driving my own car around, habit 

just took over.

That was a disaster.
Luckily, they make it so they don’t 

fit. If it was the other way around, it 

would’ve been disastrous.

Can you tell me anything about 
the band that they wouldn’t post 
in their “About me” section on a 
social media site that you’d like 
people to know?

We’re really spiritually focused. 

Our No. 1 thing is sharing the love 

of Christ with people. It’s just who 

we are. 

I see that portrayed in the stuff 
that I read. Speaking of, what 
kind of music do you listen to? Is 
it also Christian rock?

I mean, I grew up on rock. My 

taste in music has evolved over time 

and grown to a lot of different genres, 

but that’s the one I grew up on. When 

we started this, it was the one thing 

that really connected to all of us – we 

all share a similar taste in music and 

it was rock. Then we also had a pas-

sion for Christ and our faith. Those 

two things go hand-in-hand and they 

kind of make sense.

Nine Lashes is a pretty inter-
esting band name. Can you elab-
orate on how this name came 
about?

The name is actually a reference to 

the cat of nine tails, the name of the 

whip they used to beat Jesus with. It 

serves as a reminder that the punish-

ment we deserved was taken by him. 

He took it for us. It’s a good conversa-

tion starter, too.

What are some proud moments 
that you all have experienced 
while making the new record?

Actually, one of my proudest 

moments was writing the lyrics to a 

song called “Surrender.” It’s so dif-

ferent for me because I grew up on 

metaphors and similes. Whenever 

I write, I try to be visual with it and 

really paint a picture. It’s in my style. 

But I wanted to branch out and write 

some lyrics that were more straight-

forward, and I found it to be a really 

big challenge for me because there’s 

that fine line between safe, cheesi-

ness and straightforward.

You’ve got your people who like 

the underground music and then 

you’ve got your people who always 

listen to mainstream radio, so trying 

to hit different people right where 

they’re at, you really have to be will-

ing to explore new directions.

It was a personal challenge for 

me because I didn’t think I’d be able 

to do it. I was just like, “Man, it’s 

going to be complete cheese and I’m 

just going to hate it when I get done 

with it.” But it was actually a proud 

moment for me when I got done and 

I could read and feel confident the 

lyrics felt real. There was substance 

there. It was a cool, real experience.

It’s always a proud moment 
when your work is portrayed how 
you wanted it to be. 

Yeah.

NINE
LASHES
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It’s always interesting to find 
out the things that inspired the 
band during your writing and 
recording processes. What do you 
say are things that inspired you 
creatively from all these tours?

On the first record, World We View, 

our biggest single was “Anthem of the 

Lonely.” It had an intro, a little elec-

tronic element to it and we walked 

away from that album thinking, “We 

need to add more of that.” From that 

record up until the beginning of the 

production of this record, we’ve just 

dabbled in this, dabbled in that as far 

as production and recording music 

is concerned. We’ve messed around 

with different things and we’ve 

ended up where we are. I love it, per-

sonally. It was super inspiring reach 

in new places, listening to music that 

incorporates, and exploring new 

ways to incorporate it. Really just 

doing what you want. Having a blank 

canvas and not having to stick to this 

formula, that formula.

The new album is basically 
inspired by your journey?

It’s hard to pinpoint it on one 

thing. “Journey” is a perfect word, 

because one thing just stacks on top 

of another. 

How do you think this release 
has evolved lyrically and sonical-
ly from the World We View album?

I think a good word for it is 

“advanced.” I’m a science fiction kind 

of guy. I read the “Star Wars” books 

and everything. 

That’s the good stuff.
If you picture your world in the 

future and you imagine the music 

there, that’s kind of how I imagine 

our (newest) album (to sound) from 

our last album. A step in that direc-

tion.

With that sound, Tooth & Nail 
seems like a well-fitting label for 
you. How has this transition from 
working independently to work-
ing with a structured label affect-
ed the band?

Everything stepped up a notch 

when we joined Tooth & Nail. It was 

a pretty quick adjustment, as far as 

that’s concerned, emails coming back 

and forth, managers to deal with and 

everything. It’s a different world.

You have independent bands that 

sought out their own managers and 

had booking agents and everything. 

We were a local band. And God just 

decided that He wanted us on a little 

bit larger scale, and so He crossed 

our path with Tooth & Nail by crazy 

circumstances only He could orches-

trate. It was a massive leap.

Being local is a whole differ-
ent ballgame than being signed 
to a label where you have people 
doing things for you you’re sup-
posed to be doing. It makes it 
easier.

Yeah.

That’s awesome. You guys must 
be super psyched to release this 
album. Are there any special 
tracks or favorite tracks you 
have?

I can’t speak for the whole band, 

but for me personally, one of my 

favorite (tracks) is “Cover Your 

Own.” And it’s my favorite for a per-

sonal reason. 

I think that’s the track that 
stood out to me the most. (If) it’s 
the ending track, it is because 
(that one) slows down and gets 
more personal. It kind of pulls 
out the album.

Yeah. That’s a perfect descrip-

tion. It’s about my journey. I grew 

up without a dad. Since I’ve joined 

the band, I’ve actually gotten to 

meet him and so we know each 

other now. We have a relationship 

now. But this song, it’s about my 

journey up to the point before meet-

ing him. It’s about how God brought 

me to a place of forgiveness without 

ever having to have a single thing 

explained to me as to why or as to 

where he was – without knowing 

anything. God brought me to this 

place where I wasn’t bitter. He 

actually f lipped it. Now I’m looking 

back, I can’t imagine it being any 

different because I am who I am 

because of it.

NINE
LASHES

BY CHELC EAVES
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We know from the previous 
album rock seems second nature 
to you guys. Have you guys exper-
imented with any other sounds 
for the new release?

I would say definitely. Our goal 

from this album was to expand our 

sound. Because, like I said earlier, my 

taste in music has evolved. I grew up 

on rock. I even went on a metal stage. 

But as I got older, I started loving all 

kinds of genres of music. I’m a huge 

Coldplay fan. 

With the band, I really wanted to 

bring those other tastes into our music. 

Because why do we make music? Why 

would we spend our time making 

music if we didn’t love it?

What’s going to make us love it 

even more is being able to incorpo-

rate every aspect of ourselves into 

it, instead of closing off part of our-

selves in order to adhere to the genre.

Seeing how successful songs 
like “Anthem of the Lonely” were 
on the charts, do you have any 
predictions or aspirations for this 
record?

“Break the World” released on the 

radio, and it’s at No. 2 right now on 

the Christian rock charts.

Next, on the rock side of things, 

we’re going to release another sin-

gle. We just released a lyric video of 

“Surrender.” It’s kind of the ballad on 

the album. … I think it’s going to go 

for radio ads in January and see how 

that does. I’m just praying. I pray 

to God to take it where He wants to 

take it.

The album artwork that post-
ed, that’s pretty cool looking 
stuff. Can you tell me how…?

Yeah, Ryan Clark.

How does the artwork relate 
back to the album? Was there a 
message you wanted to relay?

Well, the whole From Water to 

War concept was a symbolic expres-

sion of baptism because you first 

get saved and you’ve met the Lord. 

You’ve met God. You have a new 

friend and everything is great. You 

get baptized.

But then as you grow, you start to 

learn there’s this condition of things 

and that everything isn’t as it should 

be. There are people who don’t know 

Christ. There are people who’ve 

never had the opportunity to give 

their life and have never experienced 

the freedom of knowing him.

So you start to realize that when 

you were baptized and you were 

brought into this thing, you’re not 

only rescued and given new life, but 

you were also given a mission. It was 

really the concept of baptism: The old 

has died and now we’re this new per-

son. We’re thrown into this new con-

flict where we’re trying to, for lack of 

a better phrase, rescue the world.

I was actually looking at “Star 
Wars” now as you explained it. It 
was pretty neat.

Oh, yeah. We wanted the artwork 

to really capture that cinematic vibe, 

to really capture how large of scale 

this thing is.

I can picture that. You guys did 
a great job; it’s really captivating.

Thank you. He’s super talented.

What are some of your favorite 
things to do while you’re on tour, 
the things that you enjoy most 
about being on the road?

If any of us bring airsoft guns we 

do like to shoot each other. That’s 

always fun. Other than that, we’re 

down for pretty much anything. We 

love to sightsee. I’ll never forget see-

ing the Grand Canyon. It was great. 

We went and stopped on caves and 

everything. It was awesome.

Can your fans expect anything 
different from this tour?

Anything different? Well, new 

songs for one. That would be great. 

Other than that, hopefully we’d 

like to step up our last show. Bring 

some new stuff there. It’s just going 

to take work. How about this, they 

can expect a surprise. We’ll just give 

them a surprise. How about that?

That’s great. Have you taken 
any of the new songs out on the 
road yet? Have you played any 
live?

We’ve played two live: “Break the 

— NINE LASHES VOCALIST JEREMY DUNN

First you meet 
God, then you 
learn there’s 
this condition of 
things and that 
everything isn’t 
as it should be.
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World” and “Never Back Down.” 

Both got great responses. We were 

happy to see that. 

Most bands would say that 
every record they make is better 
than the last. Does that hold true 
for this album?

I would say so for sure. If nothing 

else, it was more rewarding than the 

last to make. I think everybody is 

going to agree that it’s better than the 

last record. But just in case there’s 

somebody that doesn’t agree, I will 

say it was definitely more rewarding 

to make.

Rewarding in what way?
In the whole exploration thing, 

being able to venture out musically 

and do different stuff, to not adhere 

to a certain pattern or certain genre. 

You get to write what you love and 

love what you write.

In the band’s career this far, 
what do you think has been its 
greatest opportunity?

That depends on what you’re 

talking about. Business-wise? 

Spiritually?

It can be whatever you want to 
talk about.

Okay. Well, we got to go on the 

Red tour, and that was awesome. 

We saw a lot of growth from that. 

As far as spiritually, there’s so much 

stuff that God does on a day-to-day 

basis. There are so many times I’ve 

been reminded by God. And the way 

things work out, it’s like He looks me 

in the eye and says, “If you would 

trust me,” you know?

Yep, I’m not playing a Red tour 
or anything, but I’ve been there 
many times.

It’s the most rewarding thing when 

you trust God and it pays off. You see 

God come through in a big way. It’s 

awesome. He comes through every 

time, but a lot of times you have to look 

to see it. But sometimes – when you 

don’t even have to look – it’s obvious 

and no one can deny it. There’s so 

much growth that takes place in those 

moments. It’s awesome.

Cool. I feel like you look at it 
in more of a spiritual opportu-
nity as being the greatest advan-
tage.

Yeah. Hearing the stuff that people 

write to us on Facebook of how they 

were feeling a certain way and it was 

in one of our songs and we helped 

them, or they were thinking these 

thoughts – maybe suicidal thoughts 

or something – and they changed 

their mind when they were listening 

to one of our songs and it helped 

them. It’s super rewarding. 

Yeah. It’s always cool when 
something so personal takes 
form and saves somebody. 
I think that’s really neat. Is 
there anything you wanted to 
add to the interview? Maybe 
something we haven’t dis-
cussed.

I can’t think of anything. But you 

said you have everything you need-

ed?

Yeah. I think I’m good. I’m 
good on my end.

Before we go, would you like me to 

pray with you about anything?

Actually, I would love that. 
That’s an awesome way to close 
on an interview man. 

Okay.

Let’s see. I don’t know. The hol-
iday season; let’s get through this 
holiday season.

Alright, I’m going to pray real quick. 

Lord, thank you so much for this 

opportunity for Nine Lashes. Thank 

you so much for HM Magazine to take 

time out of their schedule and space 

out of their magazine to help us out. 

Lord, I pray that you help Chelc make 

it through the Christmas and holiday 

season. Lord, I don’t know if she’s 

broke like me, but she could use some 

help. Maybe she needs some family 

time. Maybe she needs some alone time 

with you. Whatever it is Lord, I pray 

you help her and be there with her and 

give her joy. In your precious name, 

Jesus. Amen.

†

Eaves is an HM contributor.
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Mango’s is a small-ish place in the liberal area of 
Houston, with a parking lot small enough to where 
the bands on the bill filled the entire thing imme-
diately.

I first saw Darkness Divided live at AudioFeed 
this past summer, and since then, I may have seen 
them three or four times. I know the band — three 
brothers and their buddy on drums — to be one of 
the hardest working bands around, constantly on 
their grind socially and musically, as well as taking 
classes and finishing up school.

Tonight, vocalist Gerard Mora is a little hoarse 
from something, but he assures me it’s not from his 
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profession; more importantly, it doesn’t sound like it 
onstage. It’s not the best sound system — the bass 
is down too much and the vocals are maxing giving 
it a pretty subtle, slight distortion — but the band 
is in a groove. Each member looks like he is having 
his own fight with his instrument, like men on a 
mission. And when it’s all done and the mission is 
complete, they’re satisfied with their performance.

Sweating like a maniac, as most drummers do, I 
talked to Israel Hernandez as I was heading out and 
he was tearing down. “It was a great show. It felt 
really good,” he said to me. “It looked good,” I told 
him, honestly. “You all have something special.”

HM LIVE

WORDS AND PHOTOS BY DAVID STAGG
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THE
DEVIL

WEARS
PRADA
WORDS AND PHOTOS BY

DAVID STAGG

I have to find The Devil Wears Prada because I need them to sign some artwork. 
It’s really cool stuff, actually; when the band graced the cover of the September 
issue, photographer Julie Worsham made five special prints of the photo shoot. She 
signed them, and now my goal is to get the rest of the band to sign them so the indi-
vidual pieces can be complete and auctioned off for charity.

When I do find the guys, I’m blown away by their gratitude. The band is pretty big; 
they just recently wrapped up a profitable headlining tour and then turned around 
and announced they’ll be back on Warped Tour again this coming summer. Still, at 
least I didn’t show up with fan art, but legit pieces of work.

To see those same guys on stage was incredibly fulfilling. They were better than I 
could have imagined them to be, and it was rewarding to see such gracious guys get 
such a positive response. With their new record, 8:18, they took a number of risks, 
and that mentality comes out in their shows, too. (There’s a solid 10-minute instru-
mental in the middle of the whole show, a true buoy in a sea of metalcore.)

As two of the members are heavily involved with film and vocalist Mike Hrnica is 
notably creative penning poetry and fiction, it should come as no surprise that the 
show is well orchestrated. It’s colorful, meandering, has wonderful ups and guttural 
lows. I was genuinely impressed.

After the show, I watched about 10 people dive and grab hold of Hrnica’s sweat-
soaked shirt. Refusing to let go, the amoeba absorbed two cops as the fans held tight. 
The band’s tour manager Ben grabs me and we head back to see the band. “They 
were fighting over his shirt. His shirt!” I say to him as we walk back. “I’ve never seen 
anything like it,” he says back.

I was just thinking the same thing.
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STILL REMAINS

BY ROB HOUSTON

R ISES  FR OM  T H E  D E A D
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STILL REMAINS
R ISES  FR OM  T H E  D E A D

I remember Still Remains being one 

of the biggest metalcore bands the early 

2000’s gave birth to. I remember the 

band when they came out of nowhere 

and blew up on HxCchristian.com and 

mp3.com. (Yeah, I am that old.) With 

the music industry changing — some say 

for the better — Still Remains rolled the 

dice, launching a Kickstarter campaign 

to fund their first independent record.

The fans willingly gave their hard 

earned money and smashed their piggy 

banks of rainy day fund money to help 

the band record a new record. At the 

end of 2013, after night months of fans 

waiting while the band wrote recorded 

at night after their day jobs. We finally 

have the bands first record in six years, 

Ceasing to Breathe. I had the chance to 

talk to founding member Jordan Whelan 

about the good old day, their reunion, 

crowd funding, and the future of a band 

full of family guys.

HM: Tell us who you are, what 
band you’re in and what you do.

Jordan Whelan: My name is 

Jordan Whelan. I play guitar for Still 

Remains. At this point in my life, 

we got back together just because 

we wanted to for fun. Pretty much 

we did it for the fans. We made this 

record for the fans, and we really 

mean it wasn’t for us. It was a huge 

part of our life for so long and we sat 

hanging for three or four years there. 

We got together to do one show and 

we had so much fun. It was like old 

times.

The band is my best friend again. 

Yeah. That one show was Haste 
the Day’s farewell show.

Yup. I actually got a phone call 

from our old manager Mark LaFay 

at Middle Coast Management. Haste 

the Day was getting off of their last 

headline tour. I guess they had spe-
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cifically called him because they talk-

ed to Haste the Day and we were like 

brother bands — how we kind of got 

a record contract at the same time, 

and we had the same management 

company, Middle Coast Management. 

We had broken up. I can’t remem-

ber a few years previous to that, and 

they called Mark and said they really 

wanted us to be part of the last show 

just for fun. At that time, I wasn’t 

friends with all the guys of the band; 

we had not kept in the closest of con-

tact. It’s just ... People have kids and 

getting real 9-to-5s and getting mar-

ried. It was really like a big family 

reunion for us, especially showing up 

in Indianapolis, seeing the original 

Haste the Day. There were shivers 

down my spine and I felt like I was 

17 again.

What was it like for you guys 
to get back together for that one 
show?

Well, it really was nostalgic. 

… You get so used to performing 

when you’re touring full time and 

you get in such a groove. It’s like 

working out, so I’ll never forget that 

show. We call them “bang-overs.” I 

had the worst bang-over and I can 

barely even hold my head up. Then 

I realized I was a little out of shape 

from the shows’ standpoint, but it 

really was a blast, even just traveling 

with the dudes again, getting out of 

Michigan and heading down to Napa. 

It was refreshing.

Afterwards, we spent a month 

rehearsing, getting together. After 

the show, we had so much fun doing 

it, we didn’t want it to stop, so we 

decided to try to write a couple of 

songs. And there you have it.

And then you guys released a 
song in January (2012-ish) and 
then a couple of weeks ago on 
the first of January. Called “The 
Reading Lips.”

I think we got together in one 

practice and practically sang that 

song out, at the snap of the finger. 

We recorded that song with Josh 

Schroeder at Random Awesome 

Studios. Yeah, it was just fun, man. 

We had so much fun when we 

recorded that song. 

We weren’t planning on getting 

together and doing a full record or 

anything at that point, either. I guess 

we had so much fun at Haste the 

Day’s show that we said, “All right, 

let’s write a couple of songs for old 

time’s sake.” And we recorded that 

one. We had such a great response 

from — I hate saying fans; I like 

saying friends more than fans — our 

friends and fans that we decided to 

try to cut a whole record.

You guys launched a 
Kickstarter campaign this year to 
do that. How was that experience 
for you guys?

Unfortunately, I’ve seen those 

that are fortunate and unfortu-

nate. I’ve seen both. It was kind of 

nerve-wracking. Like I said, working 

unadvised for three or four years and 

stepping out of the whole music scene 

and then coming back, it was kind 

of like, well, you don’t really know. 

Does anyone really care if it’s going 

to be a laughingstock? ... Kickstarter 

raised, I think, $18,000-$19,000. It 

was nerve-wracking and (exciting).

I’m looking at it right now. 
You guys had 500 backers. You 
guys were asking for $15,000. 
You guys raised $19,135 in 30 
days.

Incredible, man. And it’s amazing, 

too, because it goes to show our true 

friends and fans really help us out. 

You see, the number “500 people” 

doesn’t sound like a lot, but it just 

goes to show that people really care 

about that band. But it was for nostal-

gia reasons or because they actually 

really love our music. They made this 

record. The fans made this record. 

Without that, there’s no way we 

could, because we wouldn’t be able to 

afford it.

Talk about emailing, you guys 
get funded and what happens 
next?

We had about half of the record 

written. We didn’t know if we were 

going to be able to record it all. But 

we had the same kind of writing and 

we came to the idea of, “Well, half of 

the record is written. We don’t want 

to do the whole record label thing 

again…” We just wanted to do some-

thing on our own. We wanted to be 

fun.  We wanted to be just like the old 

days back when we were 17, jamming 

in a basement. We didn’t want to be 

serious and have to sell this many 

copies and make this much money. 

We have half the record written. 

Once we saw we (had reached our 

goal) it kind of was just getting down 

to business and we wrote six more 

songs after that. Mike Hatalak is the 

engineer, producer, director, which 

he actually used to play for It Dies 

Today. I think he does an incredible 

job, really great work. He’s a really 

underrated producer. But hopefully, 

through this and through some of 

the other projects he’s working on, I 

think his name is going to get known 

a little bit more. 

Awesome. How was recording 
this record compared to you guys’ 
last two records?

Totally different worlds, to be 

honest with you. Our first record, 

Of Love and Lunacy, was recorded in 

Vancouver with Garth Richardson. 

Being 19 years old and getting 

shipped off to Vancouver for four 

months recording a record in the 

mountains, it was a pretty exciting, 

fun experience. There was a lot 

of money put into the first record, 

which was fine. 

On the second record, it was 

almost the same thing. It was like a 

vacation. We spent three months in 

Huntington Beach, Ca., with Steve 

Evetts. Steve had done an amazing 

job. He was really hands-on with 

“The Serpent.” He knew every song 

better than we did. He is that kind of 

a producer. He really had his heart in 

the band.

With Ceasing to Breathe, the new 

record, some of the guys have kids. 

Some of us are married. Some have 

girlfriends. All have full-time jobs 

and are going to school. There was 

no getting away for three months. 

… It was working 10 hours a day. 

Mike, he’s a cook. Mike and me 

were working … and then spending 

six hours in the studio until 1 a.m., 

going home, sleeping, working 

a hard 10 hours, six hours back 

into the studio. It’s basically like 

whenever anyone could show up 

or had a spare minute, they were 

recording. 

Did you guys go in having 
everything written, or half of the 
stuff you guys were still writing 
while you were recording?

Mostly it was written. There was 

stuff, like solos or maybe a melody 

here and there. But 90 percent of it 

was written. Every time we’re in the 

studio, there’s always going to be 

something that pops up you want to 

change last-minute or a drum part 

the drummer decides to change 

last-minute. Because of that, we’re 

shifting whatever, but for the most 

part, it was all written.

With this new record, you guys 
recorded it and then it just came 
out a couple weeks ago. How is 
the response then with even just 
the people from Kickstarter?

So far, great. I’ve seen two, three, 

or four reviews so far. They’ve been 

outstanding.  We don’t expect it. We 

don’t want the praise. We don’t need 

the praise. What I’m trying to say 

is, it’s just really good to see people 

whether it was comment on Facebook 

or plenty of emails or through a web-

site reviewing or a magazine review-

ing it, it just makes me so happy 

because we really put our hearts 

and souls into this record. Ceasing to 

Breathe is me feeling like I’m 18 years 

old again writing with Still Remains 

for the first time. 

With you guys having jobs 
and families now, not being able 
to really get out on the road like 
you guys used to, what are you 
all excited to do to promote this 
record in the upcoming year? 

We’re definitely going to play some 

shows. Like you just said, we all have 

9-to-5 and careers now. As far as 

shows go, we’ll take whatever. We’ll 

see what kind of opportunity arrives, 

but we’re definitely not planning on 

touring full-time. If we could, if we 

could afford to, if our jobs allowed 

— of course we’d love to. But to be 

honest, touring — it’s not an easy 

thing to do.

We all love to play. Of course, what 

we want to do is play these songs 

every night in front of our fans or in 

front of new ears. But, I don’t know. 

At this point, we’ll probably … do 

some festivals in the summer. I’d love 
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to get back over to Europe. I’d love to 

get back to the West Coast and down 

south. But we’ll see. We’ll see what 

kind of opportunities come up. 

What have you seen, good and 
bad, in the music industry since 
you guys broke up, getting back 
together and now recording a new 
record?

I don’t want to say bad. Good? I 

think stuff like with whole fix-over 

thing. When we broke up, our band 

could never do this. I’m not sure why. 

It’s such an easy ...

Concept?
Easy process. Concept, too. Yeah. 

That’s an easy concept: Fans giving 

directly to see artists make a record. 

But in 2007/2008 when we broke up, 

it’s something that could have never 

happened. I think that’s the plus side. 

Personally, I’m not worried that 

people will still pirate music and take 

music. But as far as I’m concerned, 

our real fans will purchase the 

album. People are going to down-

load it and that’s perfectly fine. It’s a 

part of the music industry now, and 

I know our real fans — people who 

really want to support us and want 

us to make more music — will pur-

chase the record.

There are a lot of bands who 
have broken up but then used 
Kickstarter to get the ball rolling 
again — not rely on their old label 
or any label at all. It happened so 
quickly for you all. “What? They 
had a Kickstarter? It got fund-
ed?”

Yeah. It was a fast process man. 

That’s the thing, too. Not being on 

a record label, we’re not going to be 

on every magazine cover. ... A lot of 

times, being on a record label, you 

will get a lot more attention. Having 

Warner Bros. Records; they put on a 

record for you it sounds a lot bigger 

than saying, “Hey, there’s this band 

that just recorded the CD them-

selves.”

 

When it happened, were you 
guys surprised the fans respond-
ed as well as they did to the 
Kickstarter?

Yeah. To be honest, we were 

shocked. We were humbled because 

we think of our time as Still Remains 

as the golden years. Those were 

the best times of our lives — and 

obviously, you can’t take that out of 

context there. We all have families. 

But moving on, we think (fondly on) 

those college days with all the boys 

on the road. 

There are a few fans that actually 

came back that many years later and 

cared. With the music industry, it 

seems like you’re in one year, out 

the next. Every two years there’s a 

new slate of bands. Who’s the next 

big male band? Who’s the next big 

pop band? And then two years later 

there’s going to be a different one. To 

see the people actually remembering, 

it made us feel amazing

 How has your faith from when 
you guys were younger to now 
translate to being a father, being 
married? How did you guys put 
all of that in to this record?

Well, a lot of us in the band are 

believers. It’s funny because I per-

sonally said, “Still Remains: We’re a 

heavy metal band. We’re musicians. 

We’re Christians, or most of us.” 

Alright, so I do a lot of electrical 

work in my career, I don’t call myself 

a Christian electrician. I’m an electri-

cian, if you get what I’m saying. ... A 

Christian being in a Christian band, 

a lot of the lyrics are faith driven. In 

my head, I’ve always called ourselves 

a metal band. We spread positivity. 

We spread love, you know. Like I 

said, a lot of the lyrics are faith driv-

en and a lot of them aren’t. A lot of 

them are just personal stuff that you 

gone through. 

But, life has changed a lot from 

when we were 18 to now. It’s a com-

pletely different perspective on 

everything. I know that I’m definitely 

very thankful and blessed to be in 

the position I’m in and never take a 

day off, whether if it’s us screwing 

around in the basement and riding 

stupid breakdowns or heading back 

Europe or heading back touring or 

when the record sells a million copies 

or hundred copies, we’re still blessed 

and lucky to be in where we are.

Of the guys in the band that 
have kids, are the kids old enough 

— JORDAN WHELAN
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to comprehend that dad’s in this 
band? 

A couple of guys are new fathers. 

Evan, who’s no longer with Still 

Remain, he has some kids. He played 

on Of Love and Lunacy, but he has 

some kids that still came up to our 

stuff.

Sorry, I’m driving in a snow storm 

right now. I’m from Michigan. We’re 

from Michigan so this is kind of the 

worst time of the year to be on the road. 

But, yeah, Zack’s kid, I know she defi-

nitely rocked it, but she’s so young so 

we’ll see. I’m sure she’ll grow up to be a 

beautiful little metal head.

 

I’ve seen studio footage and 
photos of their kids hanging 
out in the studio watching their 
dads record and stuff like that. 
I thought that was an awesome 
moment a child, to see their 
father doing something they love.

Oh yeah, for sure. Even when we 

we’re writing the record. We used to 

have what we called “Family Nights” 

because all of our wives and the 

guys and the kids and girlfriends, 

we’d all get together and the girls 

would sit upstairs and talk. Everyone 

would bring a dish and we’d go 

down into the basement and we’ll be 

writing music and recording music. 

Meanwhile, our wives are upstairs 

hanging out with the kids and we’d 

take a break.

It sounds so old, but to me it was 

the best part of my summer: having 

family night, getting together with 

the guys and jamming and eating.

Awesome. What are we going 
to expect from Still Remains in 
2014? You said you guys were 
hopefully getting to play some 
festivals and stuff like that. 

Yeah. Definitely getting out to play 

in some festivals. I have so many 

songs already written, I have maybe 

15-20 songs. It’s crazy. I was going 

through dark stages where I don’t 

write. I won’t write a single song 

for three or four months. Then it all 

stops. I’m really inspired or I’ll throw 

on In Flames’ Clayman or Zao or 

Blood and Fire, suddenly I’m writing 

song after song after song.

Any of the money we make from 

the Kickstarter or we’re going to 

make from CD sales can go straight 

back into the band. We’re to the point 

of our lives where we’re all making 

a living, and I would love to make 

another record after this one, wheth-

er everybody loves it or everybody 

hates it. It doesn’t matter. It’s just 

us having fun. If there’s something 

there to fund it and to help the pro-

cess go on, then we’ll definitely make 

another record. 

We’ve actually had the idea of 

doing an EP, doing the six songs and 

putting our blood, sweat, and tears 

to the six songs and just recording 

it and funding the whole thing our-

selves through any profits we make 

from Ceasing to Breathe. That way it’s 

just something straight to the fans, 

for the fans. They don’t have to give 

us anything or do anything for us.

Did you guys ever think about 
putting this new record or any-
thing else — any of the older 
records — out on vinyl?

Oh God, I’m not sure. I might 

be wrong on this. I thought for the 

Kickstarter we were going to print 

some vinyl. Maybe we didn’t. I could 

be wrong on that, but we definitely 

talked about doing some vinyl or even 

releasing our first EP, If Love was Born 

to Die. We’re releasing that on vinyl. 

It seems the past couple of 
years that’s been a big thing for 
bands to do again, make records 
on vinyl. I’ve seen some hardcore 
bands put records out on tape and 
stuff like that.

Yeah. Sure. 

You were talking about putting 
a smaller release. What about a 
10” or a 7”? 

I’ve never been like those guys 

who collect vinyl, but I see other 

guys in bands do, and they’re die-

hards about it. So I’m definitely 

(in favor of) the idea, whether it’s 

re-releasing something or printing 

something (directly). Of Love and 

Lunacy, The Serpent, Roadrunner 

and Warner Bros. own those 

(respectively), so we can’t just 

go ahead and reproduce it and 

sell it. But, yeah, we’re talking 

about doing the EP and Ceasing to 

Breathe.

“Dying with a Smile” is, like, 10 
years old.

It is, which is so crazy. That was 

the very first Still Remains song ever 

written. That means, usually, we’re 

screwing around. It was right after 

our first band had broken up and 

we’re like, “Dude, we need to start a 

band.” Let’s start a band that sounds 

exactly like Zao. It wasn’t quite Zao. 

It didn’t sound exactly like Zao, but 

that was us making an attempt to. 

People seem to like it, so 10 years 

later, here we are.

†

Houston is Editorial Manager at HM.
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There’s nothing I love more than 

a real, down-to-earth band, and 

Akissforjersey is exactly that: unflinch-

ingly who they are, no compromise. The 

members hung up the music life back in 

2008 after the group’s second record, 

Victims, was released, but some time in 

the summer of 2013, the itch came back. 

As musicians, they couldn’t ignore the 

persistent call of their original dream. 

They made the commitment to get it 

back together, signed a new deal with 

InVogue Records and now the band is 

gearing up to release its third full-length 

record, New Bodies, this month. I found 

it interesting they decided to commit to 

a label while most bands seem to be com-

mitting to D.I.Y. We talk about this and 

more here, as I speak with vocalist Zach 

Dawson, bassist Parker Williams and 

guitarist Tyler Lucas.

HM: You’re in the studio. Are 
you working on the new record?

Dawson: Yeah, we are. It’s called 

New Bodies and it’s set to release Jan. 

21, 2014. So it’s coming pretty soon. 

We’re pretty stoked for it. Basically, 

we’re knocking out like the last bit of 

vocals on the album.  And we’re kind 

of just putting the final touch on that.  

You know some like screams and 

echoes too, overdubs, different crazy 

stuff like that.

To be honest, I haven’t been 
able to listen to you guys a 
whole lot. I’ve known about 
Akissforjersey for a long time, 
but when was your last record?

Williams: It was in 2008. It was 

called Victims on Tragic Hero 

Records. We’re with InVogue 

Records now.

With so many bands doing 
the indie, D.I.Y. thing now, what 
prompted you to stick with a 
label?

Dawson: Well, after Victims, we 

weren’t sure what we were going to 

do, if we were going to stay togeth-

er or end the band, go on hiatus or 

what. … More recently, here in the 

last six months, Nick Moore — who’s 

the owner and CEO of InVogue 

Records, he used to tour with Before 

Their Eyes, and we toured with them 

a whole lot — connected with us, 

stayed in touch, and it was a thing 

where he asked us one day, “When 

are you going to put out that new 

Akissforjersey album?”

We loved the change of pace and 

we took some ideas, and he said he’d 

help us support this album. It’s just 

a matter of finding the right people 

with the right attitude, the right per-

son to go to who can help our band 

get to where we want it to be and get 

everything out there. 

So what about this album? I 
know you used to go for more of a 
hardcore sound. Has there been a 
bit of a sound change?

Lucas: To sum it up in one state-

ment, it is different because there 

are heavier heavys, catchier catchys 

and prettier prettys. Basically, we 

wanted to stay true to who we always 

have been, and we got the chance to 

work with one of our best friends, Sid 

Menon, on production. He’s a genius, 

and I think he really helped us devel-

op our ideas for this record and really 

stay true to who we are.

I think you’ll be able to hear the 

maturity with this album. We really 

wanted to structure this album com-

pared to other records. We wanted 

to focus on the choruses as to where 

they just explode and they really 

catch the listener’s attention so well, 

and I think we really achieve that in 

this album. I think this album is a 

bigger statement as a whole album 

than the past two albums we’ve had.

Dawson: For me as the vocalist, the 

high-register singing has always been 

prevalent in the music scene; I’m at the 

point where I’ve got more years on me 

now, and (I believe) the maturity of the 

band shows on this record.

As a listener of music, I always 

gravitate towards third records, 

simply because there’s a new sense 

of completion each time. With the 

debut, you’ve set a standard, and 

with the second, bands usually 

experiment. What stands out to you 

with this being your third record?

Dawson: I think the maturity is 

through and through. It’s a reminis-

cent sound of what we had in Victims, 

but it’s more mature. I feel like for us, 

our first album was very experimental 

and our second album was much more, 

for lack of a better word, generic. A 

little closer to what everyone else was 

playing, it fit the mold. With this one, 

it’s definitely a culmination of the two. 

We found the sound we’ve been look-

ing for this whole time. 

Talk to me about the hiatus 
time. What prompted the band to 
really come back and keep going?

Dawson: I think that it was – ever 

since we decided to hang it up in 

2008, after Victims came out – there’s 

always been a very strong desire for 

everyone in the band to return to 

play music.  It’s one of those things – 

obviously in music – where it’s hard 

to leave it alone (if you’re a) musician. 

It’s not that you just quit. With all the 

crazy stuff that has happened to us – 

like our van blew up and other things 

were happening, like I was getting 

into a point in my life where I was 

hoping to get married – I don’t think 

it was necessarily desiring to not put 

out another album. I think it was, 

more or less, to say it needed to be the 

right time. We’ve had a couple of new 

members since then. We needed the 

right people and the right resources 

to be able to pull it off.

Also, the biggest thing were the 

finances, because … It was always like 

we had a few songs written, we were 

given a way to sign a contract – then it’s 

like, “We lost a member.” There were 

still these few songs we’d written and 

then we didn’t have the funds because 

the contract fell through. It turned into, 

like, two years. If not for the fans, they 

(were the ones that) kept on saying, 

“We want this!”

We did update videos and things 

of that nature, and we really tried to 

keep that on course. It’s not like we 

weren’t practicing or anything; it just 

came to God’s will at the right time, 

and to actually do what we’re sup-

posed to do.

Has this record been in the can, 
or have you been working on it 
for like three years or so, or has it 
been relatively new?

Dawson: Actually, I think only the 

ideas were there. The songs them-

selves we started writing them about 

August. But actually, there is one 

song on this record that we had every 

since we tried to start again, and that 

was actually, probably about 2009, 

2010. It’s called “War,” and that’s the 

first single off this new album.

So tell me about the songwriting 
process, and the recording pro-
cess. Was this time different for 
you?

Dawson: Honestly, we’d just be 

sitting around with some other 

music on at low volume and someone 

would bring an idea to the table, like 

a riff. And another guy would say, 

hey I like that, what if we did this? 

And someone else will say, we could 

change it this way, and we just see 

what we can develop into a song. 

It’s basically everyone bringing in 

separate pieces, and we figure out 

what works and what doesn’t. We 

would actually work on rhythms first 

because you really don’t know the 

I DON’T THINK IT WAS NECESSARILY DESIRING TO NOT PUT OUT ANOTHER ALBUM.
I THINK IT WAS, MORE OR LESS, TO SAY IT NEEDED TO BE THE RIGHT TIME. 
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lead yet. It really just compliments 

the vocals, and when you heard this 

new album, the leads sit down in the 

mix. That’s really different from our 

last albums because it would bleed 

more or something wouldn’t be done 

properly, so on this album the vocals 

really pop out at you because they sit 

down in the mix. Everything meshes 

really well. The best part about all 

of it is that we’re all only about 30 

minutes apart at the most, so we can 

get together and work on the tracks, 

rather than some bands that are all 

spread out over the country and have 

to send tracks back and forth. I feel 

like that would be hard to do because 

so much for us comes from the song-

writing process, with mentally con-

necting with other people, who are 

right in front of you in the studio.

Since you’re all pretty much 
from North Carolina, do you 
think that area had anything to 
do with your musical influence?

Dawson: I’d say so, it was actually 

kind of weird, we had this small 

pocket of fans from this area that got 

pretty big, so we had a lot of influ-

ence from that. There were other 

bands from this area, like Between 

the Buried and Me, they’re from here 

and so was Beloved. Also Spencer 

Chamberlin (formerly of Underoath) 

is also from this part of town, so I 

think a lot of those talented individ-

uals from this weird little pocket of 

North Carolina really helped shape 

us and shape our musicianship.

Have you worked much with 
any of the bands from that area?

Dawson: Well, Sid (our producer) 

actually played bass for Glass Casket, 

which was one of the bands from this 

area. And he started working with us 

when we were on Tragic Hero, and 

just the way he’s influenced us in that 

way, we’ve had such a great relation-

ship with him, and it really comes 

through on this record. 

What is your mission as a band?
Dawson: I think ever since really 

the beginning of the band, our whole 

mission is being there for all these 

people that supported us. We want to 

make friends with people. I mean the 

only reason we’re able to play music 

is because people actually want to 

hear it, and to think that people can 

support your band even through all 

of the ups and downs that we’ve had 

completely amazes me and that’s so 

awesome. Obviously we have a pretty 

strong spiritual message as well, and 

if we can give anybody some hope or 

anything positive from our music if 

possible you know, we get into the 

spiritual direction, and be there for 

them, if they need anything. We’ll 

allow them to talk about some hard 

times they’re having, that’s basically 

the core of who we are and that’s 

basically the reason that we’re doing 

this.  Actually what I’ve always 

found amazing for me; we’re all very, 

very active on the Facebook page of 

the entire band as well. We all check 

it throughout the day but you know, 

someone might send us a message, 

and one of us replies and it’s always 

been amazing to me how many bands 

don’t reply, how many bands ignore 

their fans, how many bands feel like 

they’re above their fans. If we don’t 

have our fans, no one will listen to 

the music. I think that’s important.

Lucas: Just to elaborate, I think 

this generation as whole, it seems like 

there’s more animosity towards one 

another. We can see it when we’re at 

a show, day to day at the workplace, 

wherever. You really have two sides 

of the generation going against each 

other. So what we really hope is that 

people get hope and love out of our 

music, and bringing a generation 

back together. I think if we model 

ourselves as Christ’s love, nothing 

can be stronger than that. 

Where did your band name 
come from? I thought maybe one 
or more of you were from New 
Jersey, or knew a girl named 
Jersey.

Williams: It’s actually the absolute 

worst story for a band name you will 

ever hear in your life.

Lucas: Can we make one up? Like, 

we knew the Ambassador of New 

Jersey? Like, he kissed Tyler on the 

cheek and that’s where it came from? 

Dawson: Okay. The real story is 

that it’s funny how a band name 

sticks. We were trying to think of a 

name, and our guitarist (at the begin-

ning) brought up AkissforJersey, 

and we’re like, what? But okay, that’s 

cool. Put it on the back burner. I 

think it was somebody’s screen name 

or someone mentioned it in an I.M. 

somewhere. But we used the band 

name when we played out, and we 

said we’re just keeping it for now 

since we’re not really doing anything 

yet, we’ll do a few shows and figure 

something out. Well a couple of years 

later and nothing changed, so it had 

to stick. We should have made some-

thing up. It’s not exciting but it’s true.

If you could change something 
about the music industry, what 
would it be?

Williams: Well, Justin Bieber is 

retiring so I guess my wish came 

true. 

Dawson: For me, honestly, I wish 

it would be like old days. And when I 

say that, I mean, North Carolina has 

such a good music scene, and when 

you play a show it’s like everybody 

would come out and have fun and 

that was that. It goes back to the gen-

erational thing.

Kids now, they don’t want to come 

out to the show, they don’t want to 

have fun, they don’t want to support 

local music and the music seems to be 

dying in some places. … It’s not even 

about the industry; it’s more about the 

kids and their thought process, getting 

them to embrace it more. Getting them 

off all the pop stuff like Lady Gaga and 

whatever and getting them to a real 

music show where they’ll have fun.

Lucas: When you say that, it 

makes me think – with mainstream 

and Top-40 music – it’s hard to find 

any depth to any songs. It’s people 

throwing songs together that don’t 

really mean anything, and it’s an 

unfortunate state of being.

Post-hardcore, hardcore music, 

since it’s beginning, it’s being created 

to say something and to mean some-

thing in life. It’s so passionate. The 

mentality I see with a lot of bands 

coming up is that, I’m just going to 

put something out with dubstep or 

techno beats, and I’m not going to 

say anything meaningful on stage. 

This whole genre of music is leaning 

towards meaningless music. I want to 

see bands with so much passion, an 

industry that thrives on that instead 

of what some people might think is 

just the almighty dollar.

Williams: In an industry such as 

the one we are in today, you can have 

someone like Kanye West comparing 

himself being on stage to the work of a 

police officer or military person. And 

they don’t even really make music. It’s 

more of making someone into a figure, 

and it’s frustrating. Even dating back 

to Bob Dylan and the ’50s and ’60s, 

music had a purpose and a meaning. 

Is what they’re making today, music? 

Yeah, but it’s just expressionless music. 

Like for Kanye. While it might be 

amazing, how much of it did he actu-

ally do? These guys have a huge team 

around them and they pass around 

songs and content so fluidly.

†

Mabee is a Staff Writer at HM.
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FADED
SWITCHFOOT’S JOURNEY WEST

I have been a Christian for 12 

years. I have been writing for HM for 

seven of those years. There has never 

been a band that has made such 

an impact on the way I see a band 

being a band like Switchfoot. They 

are the one of the biggest and best 

examples of Christians being real. 

I have always had a great respect 

for what they do. They have made 

some of the best rock records in the 

last 10 years that cross over markets 

and genres. I am not saying their 

style has changed. Even if you are a 

metalhead, you still love you some 

Switchfoot. The band let a camera 

crew invade their personal lives as 

they went on a journey that every 

surfer and musician would dream of. 

They searched for the perfect wave 

and a new perspective on music from 

different cultures to create their new 

record and a documentary of their 

journey, titled Fading West. I had 

the chance to talk to drummer Chad 

Butler about the journey, the music, 

the business, family and the screen-

ings of the documentary/concert tour 

they did earlier this winter.
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HM: What inspired you guys 
to do this journey, to write this 
record with different sounds and 
influences across the world?

Butler: Well, having been a band 

for eight records – which is amazing 

to me – looking at a ninth album 

together, we really wanted to do 

something different. You can’t just 

sing the same old song. So we decid-

ed to face this dream that we’d had 

for years. Growing up as surfers in 

San Diego, we’ve always wanted to 

chase waves and songs around the 

world. We thought, “Well, why don’t 

we look for inspiration for our ninth 

record by planning a trip around the 

world to all of our favorite surf des-

tinations, to put ourselves into new 

environments and new situations 

that hopefully would inspire new 

music?” And we decided to bring a 

film crew along to document it and 

see what would happen.

So how long did it take you 
guys to shoot and go across all 
these different places? 

Well, we traveled for a year mak-

ing the film. And at the end of the 

year, we brought home all these song 

ideas. We call them “seeds.” We 

brought them back to our studio in 

San Diego, Calif., and began working 

on the album, officially recording it. 

So a lot of these songs that came out 

of these experiences were in these 

really exotic locations, and we’re 

surrounded by different instrumen-

tations and non-Western musical 

influence. Being in South Africa, the 

instrumentation and the sound of the 

voices are so different at home; and 

being in Indonesia and interacting 

with musicians that work in the tem-

ples there, they play these amazing 

bell-type instruments that just have a 

totally different scale in this Eastern 

music. Just being inspired by all of 

that and then bringing that back to 

California, we really wanted to allow 

those songs that were born in these 

different countries to reflect the 

places, the people and the culture. 

So, what we did is we tied our hands 

behind our backs as far as guitars 

go. Switchfoot is known for electric 

guitar riffs. You know, many of our 

favorite songs are characterized by 

that. But on these we decided, “Let’s 

play the guitars off until the very last 

moment and allow the songs to live 

and breathe these different sounds 

and to allow the space of the land-

scapes that these songs were born in 

to come through, to allow the songs 

to reflect the places where they were 

inspired.”

It was really cool seeing you 
guys do that, especially in South 
Africa when you went back to the 
orphanage you went to in 2004. 
How was that experience for you 
guys? I know you guys were very 
impacted the last time you went. 
How was it going back there and 
seeing those kids again?

Yeah, it was incredible! We have 

so much to learn from these people. 

When we first visited there, my 

intention was to help them, to give 

something to these kids that have 

been dealt a really difficult hand 

in life – many of them orphaned by 

AIDS and living in difficult situa-

tions. But the joy in their eyes and the 

contagious optimism and hope that 

they have were something unexpect-

ed to me. So we return years later, 

seeing these kids thriving and live 

amazingly productive and creative 

lives as they have been growing up 

in this township that’s essentially a 

ghetto outside of Cape Town, seeing 

that they’re thriving and their music, 

dancing and creativity there are just 

contagious.

Yeah, I liked that you guys did 
that concert, and you took them 
and were like, “Hey, you should 
sing back-up during our set.” Was 
that planned when you got there 
or was that something that hap-
pened like a spur-of-the-moment 
thing?

Well, the song “The Shadow 

Proves the Sunshine” was written 

on our last journey to South Africa. 

That was on the record Nothing is 

Sound. So it seems fitting to return 

there years later to sing that song 

onstage, to have these kids come 

onstage and sing with us. That was 

one of the most memorable moments 

of the entire trip and the entire film. 

For me, I think that song holds more 

meaning even now than it did so 

many years ago.

With this journey, you show a 
lot of you guys going to different 
places and surfing. Have you guys 
surfed there before? How did 
you guys pick the spots that you 
wanted to go surf in and get inspi-
ration to write this record? Was 
that hard or was it fairly easy to 
pick these different locations?

It was pretty easy. We had this 

opportunity to visit a couple of these 

places before — Australia, New 

Zealand — and surf there. Actually, 

a little bit in Indonesia as well. We 

had never surfed in South Africa 

before; that was just an amazing 

dream come true. And then to have 

these guest surfers show us around 

in Bali — Rob Machado, one of my 

heroes growing up and an incredible 

pro-surfer — to have him there and 

have him show us the spots was real-

ly exciting. And then same thing in 

New Zealand, to have Tom Curren, 

the three-time world champion, in 

the film and to collaborate music 

with him were a big honor. Yeah, I 

think that there’s this incredible con-

nection between music and surfing 

that is not unique to our band. To get 

to show that a little bit by bringing 

these guys out for the film and to play 

music with them is...

Yeah, I mean I didn’t know 
that was your passion, that you 
guys were surfers. But I was like, 
“Wow! Switchfoot? They’re just a 
bunch of surfer guys!” I thought 
that was awesome that you were 
giving an inside-look to one of 
your biggest passions besides 
being Switchfoot.

Sure, absolutely. I think one of 

the goals of the film was to really 

open ourselves up offstage; to show 

a deeper look at ourselves and the 

dynamic that we have as a family 

essentially — you know, the “broth-

erhood of the band.” Being together 

this long is pretty unique. Not many 

bands last this long. We started off 

as teenagers driving around in a van, 

and now all of us are fathers trying 

to find balance in life. So, I think that 

was one of the themes that came out 

of the process that was an interesting 

challenge, because we never opened 

up our family lives in public before. 

We’ve always been very protective 

and very private of that side of us. 

Like you said earlier, there were some 

very personal moments that were 

painful and difficult to get through 

during that year of filming on the 

road. The choice of putting those 

scenes on the film was a difficult one. 

But I’m glad we did. I think there’s 

a theme to the film that is hopefully 

going to connect with people outside 

of the music and the surfing.

You are top-billboard artists 
that sold millions of records with 
every release since you guys have 
hit the mainstream. But then 

STILLS FROM
THE MOVIE ‘FADING WEST’
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there’s also this – I can’t remem-
ber who was talking about it – but 
how you guys are still this small 
band. That was kind of an inter-
esting look at your band.

Sure, yeah. I think that just goes 

along with the honesty. I just wanted 

to be transparent and let people see 

different aspects of who we are and 

what we go through, what we experi-

ence being Switchfoot, and also just 

being humans outside of the identity 

of the band — who we are as people, 

as brothers, as husbands and fathers 

— all of that. And yeah, I think there 

are definitely some humble moments 

in the film I think, and I enjoyed 

seeing that. We’ve always taken our 

music seriously, but we’ve never 

taken ourselves seriously.

Being that you guys were away 
for a year from your families and 
your kids, how difficult was that 
for you guys?

Well, the way we travel is spaced 

out. We like to be home every couple 

of weeks, so we don’t go for months at 

a time. We just go out for some days 

or two weeks and then come home for 

a while. So it’s a different lifestyle for 

sure from somebody who just works 

an office job, 9-to-5. To be a traveling 

musician definitely has a unique 

set of challenges. But I think there’s 

the extensionality that I’ve learned 

to balance the time spent away that 

when I am home, I try to be 100 

percent present with my family and 

balance the other half of my life. So 

I feel like it’s something that I don’t 

have all figured out, but we’re learn-

ing and supporting each other as we 

go through these different seasons 

together as a band. We’re just trying 

to figure it out, you know?

For the tour, you guys are 
showing the film and playing 

songs. Are you playing the full 
record front-to-back, or are 
you guys just selecting like the 
top three or four tracks off the 
record?

This tour is ahead of the album 

release. The album release is Jan. 14. 

So what we decided to do is we put an 

ET of three new songs, and we’ve been 

playing those songs. Also, recently, 

we’re introducing a couple new ones 

that aren’t on the ET. So it’s been a fun 

tour to be able to debut some of these 

songs live that aren’t even out yet in the 

market. It’s been exciting for us, and 

I think other people enjoyed hearing 

some of the music.

Why did you guys decide to do 
more B-market towns and cities?

To be able to bring a surf film to 

places like North Dakota, and St. 

Louis and Chicago — places that 

surfing is not a big culture and 

there’s not a big surf community in 

these towns — being able to share our 

passion for things, it’s something that 

feels really unique. I think that in the 

coastal towns, people get these quite 

a bit. But it’s been really fun to bring 

surfing to the middle of the country.

Did you guys know when you 
were filming this and recording 
this record that the songs would 
blend together the way they did 
as the soundtrack to the film?

Yeah, we definitely knew that we 

would use songs from the new record 

in the film. And it kind of came 

full-circle. We traveled for inspira-

tion for new songs and then go back 

home to record them for the album. 

And then the last step was to place 

those songs when they were finished 

back into the scenes in the film. And 

that was exciting, ‘cause you see 

songs come to life on screen. In Bali, 

for example, the song “Saltwater 

Heart” is written right there on the 

edge of the cliff looking out over the 

ocean on an acoustic guitar. And that 

scene with Jon and Tim riding. And 

then we go straight to a show that 

night in town in Tula, Indonesia, and 

you’re seeing the band work out the 

parts of the song live — keyboards, 

guitars, drums — and then perform 

it for the first time. And then you 

hear the recorded version of that 

song come to life in the film. And I 

think that that’s the theme of a song’s 

genesis. And the creative process was 

part of the goal as well to show more 

of the behind-the-scenes of how these 

songs come to be.

With today’s technology, you 
get to see a band in the studio 
recording a record. With such an 
amazing journey that you guys 
went on — documenting, and like 
you said, doing it full-circle — 
that was actually one of my favor-
ite scenes in the movie: you guys 
playing in this little venue. And 
Jon, I think, was talking about 
how you hadn’t played a venue 
like that since you guys first 
started the band in high school.

Right. Yeah, I liked getting back 

to our roots in those moments and 

stripping away all the smoke and 

lights of the big rock show, and just 

having the music tell the story. And 

yeah, that is one of my favorite scenes 

in the film because that was genu-

inely happening in real life, and we 

happen to have the cameras rolling to 

capture that whole process. So I don’t 

think that would have happened 

necessarily if we were just writing a 

studio record in the traditional way. 

It definitely wouldn’t have been as 

exciting to watch.

It’s been 10 years since 
Beautiful Letdown has come out, 

and that was a really big release 
for you guys at the time. And 
now, 10 years later, you guys 
record this new record, Fading 
West. How does it feel to look 
back 10 years ago and look at 
those songs and then look at these 
songs now and how you guys have 
progressed as musicians and as 
people with this faith that you 
guys have? How does looking 
back feel?

That’s a good question. I think the 

goal for us when we started the band 

was to communicate hope through 

the songs. And our goal was to make 

honest music. And I think that goal 

remains the same today. But the 

opportunities that we’ve been given 

are something that I don’t take for 

granted. I mean, we’ve been able to 

live so many of our dreams — to travel 

the world and play music that we 

believe in every night — it’s a gift, and 

it’s something that I’m so thankful 

for. Really, the joy of playing music is 

the motivator that has kept our band 

going. Basically, each record we’ve 

come home from touring the world 

and work up the band and look at 

each other and ask, “What are we 

going to do next? What do we have 

to say? What’s worth leaving home 

for?” Those questions were no differ-

ent for this album. And really, after 

eight records together, we took a good 

hard look in the mirror and said, “Is 

this worth it?” It’s a difficult process 

to go tour the world. It’s something 

that’s very fulfilling for us because I 

still think the goal of communicating 

hope and playing music we believe in 

is always there. That passion is still 

there. This record was a dream-come-

true on many levels. The opportunity 

to make a film and the soundtrack 

for the film at the same time would 

not have happened 10 years ago. So 

it’s incredible. We’ve always been 

MOVIE STILLS
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very open and honest about our faith. As a 

believer, I think it’s an amazing opportunity 

to be singing songs that are communicating 

truth and hope in a way that acknowledg-

es the other side: the pain and the joy, the 

doubt and the faith, wrestling together. We 

don’t have life figured out. We’re trying to 

use songs as vehicles to explore the world 

together and to open up conversations and 

dialogues with our audience about deep-

er things. In the film, I think that that’s 

addressed as well when Jon talks about C.S. 

Lewis saying that fiction has a way of get-

ting past the watchful dragons of religion. 

And I think that approach that we’ve always 

taken to communicating about these deeper 

spiritual truths is within the heart. And I 

think these songs give you a license to do 

that – talk about things that are very per-

sonal and almost uncomfortable in everyday 

conversations. But in the context of a song, 

you have the freedom.

You guys have been able to have a 
Christian market presence and a secu-
lar market presence at the same time. 
And I think that C.S. Lewis quote real-
ly encapsulates your heart. As a band, 
you guys are able to be in both markets 
and have both fans: those that are 
believers, as well as those that don’t 
believe but are encouraged by “Dare 
You to Move” and all the other songs 
that you guys have written that helped 
people get through.

I appreciate all that. I think it’s nothing that 

we have masterminded in any way. I think 

we just tried to be true to who we are in our 

unique place in the world. I think that there 

are so many bands out there doing very differ-

ent things than us that I applaud, that I think 

are doing amazing work. There are bands that 

are communicating their faith in very unique 

ways. On both sides, I see bands within the 

Church and bands outside the Church that are 

doing things that are changing culture and 

ministering to people where they’re at. I’m 

just grateful that we have our unique faith and 

ways to go about doing what we do.

How has fatherhood for you guys 
shaped your faith and shaped your 
writing a record this time? Because in 
the movie, we see that your children 
actually were a part of this record 
singing back-up vocals.

(Laughs) Yeah, that was amazing! I think 

as we were making the film and making the 

decisions to keep certain scenes in the film, 

we became more comfortable opening up that 

door to our family life. And that scene at the 

end of the film when my kids are coming to 

the studio and singing the song “Who We 

Are” was something that we wouldn’t have 

done a year prior. I think that we’re learning 

to be more comfortable and open about that 

aspect of our life. When we started this band, 

I never dreamed that I would be a dad and 

have three kids, and be a touring musician 

in a rock band. So, this is new territory; this 

is beyond what I thought my life would look 

like at this point. And I hope that by opening 

up this tension of finding balance as fathers 

and musicians at the same time, that will help 

someone else. I hope that this transparency 

somehow sheds light on the situation and is 

able to encourage someone else who might 

be going through something similar. I’m not 

speaking specifically about musicians as 

family men, but anyone trying to find balance 

in their work life and home life, you know?

The movie ends with your 
Switchfoot Bro-Am. I actually had 
no idea that you guys did this. In the 
movie I think it said that it was your 
eighth one that you guys have done?

Yeah, and actually, we’re up on our 10th 

next year. This 2014 will be our 10th year.

Can you tell me how that whole idea 
came about, and why you guys do the 
Bro-Am, like what the purpose is?

The Switchfoot Bro-Am is my favorite day 

of the year. It combines music and surfing for 

the benefit of homeless kids in San Diego. It’s 

an incredible community event where people 

come out and donate their time to be a part of 

something bigger than ourselves. It’s a won-

derful day where we have a music festival on 

the beach. We’ve had everybody from Jason 

Mraz, and Jon Rzeznik from the Goo Goo 

Dolls, and Chris Shiflett from Foo Fighters 

and Young the Giant – all kinds of bands 

perform. And everyone’s donating their time 

to raise awareness and funds for the kids that 

are living on the street. ... I think to see these 

kids being loved for a day, given a chance to 

pick up a guitar and learn some chords or 

grab a surfboard and ride a wave for the first 

time; they’re opportunities that they don’t get 

afforded very often. And the organization, 

Switchfoot Bro-Am Foundation, helps kids 

in our local area and also nationwide. We’ve 

been given so much growing up in San Diego 

and had so much support from the commu-

nity. It is a privilege to be able to give back. 

And the events become so much bigger than 

Switchfoot. It’s really amazing to see people 

fly in from all over the world, as far away as 

Japan, Australia and Brazil, just to be a part 

of the event.

†

Houston is Editorial Manager at HM.
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HM: It’s been three years since 
your last record. Talk about what is 
different in the band, including how 
The Urgency was written and recorded 
compared to The King Is Coming.

Nicholas Tautuhi: With The King is 

Coming, I took a different approach to how 

I wrote the lyrics. Typically, I would just 

write whatever, whenever. Whenever I got 

a thought about something I would just 

start writing. A lot of times when it came, 

it would be a song that related to my per-

sonal relationship with God or my life or 

something I encountered.

But with The King is Coming, it was not 

an introspective record in the slightest. 

It was about the way I saw the world and 

the way I felt we should be looking at the 

world as Christians, and, more accurately, 

as spiritual people.

But this time around – and I can’t 

speak for Vasely – but I was inspired by a 

traumatic event. Vasely and I witnessed a 

man in Auckland City – the city I live just 

outside of in New Zealand – I witnessed 

him trying to kill himself. He was on the 

foot path down the main road, slashing 

away at his wrists. It really shook me. It 

shook me to the absolute core. It made me 

question a lot of things about myself, and 

about the way I saw myself, and all those 

kinds of things.

It made me really start thinking about 

death and its inevitability, and the fact 

that so many people go through life with-

out it being a motivating factor. Knowing 

this is the only time we get here, we need 

to use it well.

Maybe I have an abnormally propor-

tionate focus on death, but I don’t know. 

I’ve gotten a lot of positivity out of it, and 

other people have as well. I let myself get 

stuck in that thought process, and I also 

let myself get angry, which is something 

I’ve tried not to do for a long time. There is 

quite a lot of anger on this album.

You have the Christian front and 
then you have the political front. I 
know you’ve written some stuff like 
that before, so with this record and 
because of that experience, was there 
anything else you had seen you want-
ed to address like you did on the last 
record?

Tautuhi: Well, legalism is a really big 

issue and it’s something I wrote about on 

this record. The first track on the album 

is called “+0”  (Plus Nothing). It’s basically 

about those who tell you that you can’t just 

be justified by Christ. You need to be jus-

tified by actions as well. I do understand 

that faith without works is dead. That’s 

true and it’s potent, but Christ crucified 

meant that it’s done, that’s everything 

finished. We cannot add to that. That was 

one point I really wanted to address. As 

far as these things go, that was kind of the 

one (I wanted to write about), except for 

one of the songs on the album, which is 

more about my views on vanity.

Sapunov: The lyrical content (of The 

Urgency) is definitely (an extension of 

subjects) we couldn’t have covered on The 

King is Coming. We wanted to make sure 

the whole writing process of The King is 

Coming was centered around our views on 

spirituality and, obviously, on the return 

of the Lord. We really wanted to remove 

as much personal stuff as possible from 

that record, and make it entirely about 

Him. With The Urgency, it’s mostly a dark 

record, I guess, one that encompasses a 

broad array of topics, including songs cen-

tered on death.

There are songs on this one that talk 

about difficult things like addiction to 

pornography... things we wanted to speak 

about without really worrying about what 

people are going to think; the lyrics are 

definitely angry and it’s a dark record. On 

this album, a lot of the content is really 

dark and it goes hand-in-hand with the 

aggression and the pace of the record 

itself. When we were writing it, the word 

“urgency” was on everybody’s mind. The 

word basically gave birth to the record, 

not only lyrically and spiritually, but 

musically as well. … I’m confident that 

people are going to find it quite refreshing 

and challenging in a lot of ways. There’s 

a song that Nick’s written about dealing 

with grief. It’s about someone really close 

to him that passed away years ago; his 

cousin. There’s definitely a whole bunch 

of stuff that we’ve written about - that the-

matically - definitely wouldn’t have made 

the cut for The King is Coming.

Musically, it sounds like you’re 
staying in the Arkangel, European 
hardcore and metalcore vein. How did 
you guys continue what you guys were 
doing on The King is Coming but not 
rewrite it musically?

Sapunov: I think this album, in general, 

is a culmination of everything we’ve done 

since we started. The European metal-

core style has been part of the Saving 

Grace sound from early days on. I think 

In 2011, I went to California to attend 

Facedown Record’s Annual Facedown Fest. 

That weekend, I spent my nights sleeping in a 

venue in Chino called The Stronghold. I spent 

one night hanging out with one of Strike First 

Records’ newest bands, the New Zealand-based 

Saving Grace. At the time, the band was one of 

two faith-based bands from the country gaining 

notoriety in the states. The night they played was 

one of the best sets I saw all weekend.

Fast forward a few months, and the band moves 

over to Facedown and releases their label debut, 

The King is Coming. The record was one of the 

best of the year, mixing European influences from 

bands I had never heard of, such as Arkangel and 

Reprisal, while creating a foundation of sound 

from the styles Slayer, making it their own. The 

band stayed away from what was popular in the 

American Christian metalcore scene, laying the 

groundwork to bring back a classic hardcore 

sound that we haven’t heard in 20 years.

Now, three years later, the band is still pay-

ing an homage to ‘heavy’ with their upcoming 

release, The Urgency ,one of the best records 

Facedown has ever come out with. I believe it 

will set the pace not on just Christian metalcore 

for 2014, but for all metalcore for the rest of the 

year. This is a blueprint for the future of heavy 

music. Go behind-the-scenes with me as I talk to 

the guys that made it happen.
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we were always being much more 

heavily influenced by the likes of the 

European hardcore bands; American 

bands, too, in a lot of ways, but not 

100 percent – definitely a lot of bands 

like Earth Crisis, Slayer and Pantera 

… But when it comes to the hardcore 

influence of Saving Grace, bands like 

Reprisal and Arkangel have defi-

nitely influenced the way we write 

our music. (The writing) kind of pro-

gressed from record-to-record. On 

The Urgency, I feel that, with the likes 

of Ross joining the band and George 

continuing to write songs, there’s so 

much diversity on the record, but it’s 

still very coherent and cohesive.

With the two songs we released 

so far, we wanted “1994” to be peo-

ple’s first taste of the record, but 

by no means has everybody heard 

everything that’s on offer with the 

two songs that we’ve put out so far. 

“Ablaze,” as a single, is probably the 

most commercial and the most T.V. 

friendly song on the album to be 

honest, but  there is definitely a lot of 

brutal crazy stuff that we’ve done on 

this record that people are yet to hear.

What kind of death metal 
bands and influence worked for 
the sound on the record?

Tautuhi: George is definitely much 

more of a death metal guy than the 

rest of us, but we’ve all got a pretty 

good historical background with 

death metal. Pretty much all of our 

musical influences are secular. I 

don’t really listen to any Christian 

death metal, but there’s Immolation, 

Deicide, Misery Index and Dying 

Fetus. Another band I’ve been 

introduced to recently (by George) 

is the band called “Defeated Sanity.” 

Excellent band.

Sapunov: We’ve often been lumped 

into the “deathcore” category by peo-

ple we don’t really know what they’re 

talking about. It’s just this certain 

aspect of our music that links us to 

that modern death metal sound, but 

that’s probably an inaccurate descrip-

tion of the heavier side of Saving 

Grace. … We’ve done a lot of fast stuff 

before; blast beats in certain parts of 

the songs, etc. On this record, howev-

er, it just feels like the metal songs are 

more metal and the hardcore songs 

are more hardcore. Everything that 

was done, was done with more inten-

sity, which is awesome.

A lot of Christian bands, 
especially in the U.S., seem like 
they’re in this niche, playing 
music they started, where nobody 
really branches out into doing 
something different, especially 
bands that are bigger, the ones 
that have some touring pop-
ularity and have a number of 
records. Are the New Zealand 
and Australian Christian metal/
hardcore scenes also stuck in 
that niche where they just carbon 
copy the bigger bands? Are New 
Zealand bands and Australian 
bands ripping off Saving Grace?

Sapunov: It’s hard to say. I know 

what you’re saying. But when we 

first started out and started playing 

shows in 2005, we were literally the 

only heavy Christian band in the 

country. There was a band called 

One Must Fall that we were influ-

enced by and used to play shows 

with, but they pretty much broke 

up when we started. After that, we 

were it for a long time. A lot of the 

modern, heavy Christian bands that 

are in New Zealand, they grew up on 

Saving Grace – not that a lot of them 

sound like us all the time. I wish they 

sounded more like us, to be honest.  

I guess a lot of them are influenced 

by the likes of For Today and Texas 

in July, that kind of sound. It’s really 

difficult for the younger generation 

to not replicate those kinds of bands 

because they grew up on that kind 

of stuff, rather than the metal/hard-

core that we did. But yeah, it’s very 

much more like that. I don’t think 

that there are many bands that sound 

like us in modern Christian music 

period, let alone in New Zealand and 

Australia.

With recording The King is 

Coming and now recording The 

Urgency, what did you guys do dif-
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ferent? I talked to Shane Ochsner 
last month from Everything 
in Slow Motion, and we talked 
about how he was in Hands on 
the recording of their last record, 
Give Me Rest. They did a bunch 
of crazy stuff, like use 16 micro-
phones on a guitar. Did you do 
anything like that on The Urgency?

Sapunov: This time around, I 

guess we had the opportunity to use 

two really awesome recording stu-

dios, which we never had the priv-

ilege to do previously. We’d always 

done them with a good friend and a 

great engineer (Zorran Mendonsa), 

but they were always done at home, 

either at my house or in an apart-

ment. We could comfortably live and 

work on the record at the same time, 

whereas this time we had much more 

of a strict time frame.

We also used a different engineer 

and producer. This time, we worked 

with Zack Ohren who flew out from 

the United States to New Zealand to 

do this record. The whole process 

was entirely different. We definitely 

got two use two incredible studios. 

One of them was in Wellington called 

Munki and that was a studio that 

we got to track the drums in, and 

then everything else was done in 

Parachute Studios in Auckland. That 

was awesome. It was a completely 

different process for all of us. But I 

think this record needed a fresh set 

of ears and it needed a new perspec-

tive and a change of scenery. Would 

you agree with me Nick?

Tautuhi: Yeah. I definitely agree. 

What was it like recording The 

Urgency in such a short period of 
time? Was it pretty chaotic with 
the headache or did it go pretty 
smoothly?

Sapunov: It was definitely stress-

ful. It was a stressful process, but it 

wasn’t an unenjoyable process. It was 

a lot less relaxed this time, but it was 

also a lot more organized, even if it 

was last minute. A lot of the things 

fell into place perfectly, whether that 

be song arrangements, vocal pat-

terns, lyrics ... The Lord’s always got 

a really cool way of making things 

fall into place for us into a timeframe 

that is never achievable.

You guys have been able to 
play in a lot of huge festivals 
in New Zealand and Australia. 
Then you guys come here and 
play Facedown Fest and you do a 
tour and some shows you’re play-
ing for 30 kids a night. How is it 
being so big over there, and then 
coming over here and still trying 
to make your way as a band?

Tautuhi: I mean, we’ve always 

been a grassroots little band. When 

we tour in New Zealand, we play in 

little venues with no stages. At the 

end of the day, although we aren’t 

exactly (portrayed) like a hardcore 

band, when it comes down to it, we’re 

a hardcore band. We’re not rock 

stars. We don’t think we deserve 

anything that we don’t deserve. It’s 

not a big deal.

Coming (to California) to play 

Facedown Fest is nuts. That’s insane 

for us. The first time we played there 

in 2011, I think we played second. 

That was just madness. We just can’t 

believe it. We played New England 

Metal Hardcore festival just earlier 

this year. We played first. There were 

a handful people inside, but it doesn’t 

matter. We’re just happy to be out 

doing what we’re doing.

What is different about touring 
in the States compared to New 
Zealand?

Tautuhi: First of all, culturally, 

it’s worlds apart. I don’t know. It’s 

kind of hard to put your finger on it. 

It’s not home. I think for me, one of 

the major things that I find difficult 

about being in the States is just being 

that far away from home, knowing 

that getting home isn’t an easy thing 

to do. Where in New Zealand I can 

get home when I need to.  That’s 

probably the main difference for me. 

And the food, as well, we are quite 

spoiled in New Zealand as far as food 

goes, especially dairy. We got the 

best cheese in the world over here. I 

love it.
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Although we do have cheap fast 
food restaurants like Del Taco.

Tautuhi: Del Taco is good. I agree 

with that. But I’d rather have a big bit 

of greasy fish and chips any day.

Sapunov: I think, culturally, it’s 

completely different. America is 

massive. It’s huge. We spend time 

in just certain cities that are pretty 

much bigger than our whole country. 

Obviously, the quality of things is 

completely different. The economy is 

entirely different, and then it varies 

from state to state. We understand 

that.

Coming over to America for us, the 

main difference I see is the way the 

youth feel completely isolated in a lot 

of ways. Everybody in America we 

spend any time with after the show 

or at the show, you speak to them and 

you kind of get a vibe for how they 

feel growing up. It feels like there’s 

so much pressure and there’s so 

much going on (in the States) because 

there’s so much happening entertain-

ment-wise and social media-wise and 

everything. These kids are just bom-

barded, and a lot of them don’t really 

have a really strong sense of identity.

It’s really difficult to only spend 

a few hours in each city to try to 

and connect with people. When you 

hear that these kids are just really 

starving for a true sense of purpose, 

love and identity, I guess we feel that 

we’re commissioned to bring that to 

people the best we can through our 

music.

I believe that Saving Grace is more 

than just making heavy music and 

(obviously) singing about Jesus. It’s 

also about relationships and seeing 

the Lord change people’s lives. That’s 

difficult for me being in a place as big 

as America, travelling back-to-back 

every night, hours apart from each 

show. Seeing these disconnected peo-

ple and starting new relationships 

that can be difficult to pick up, but 

thanks to things like social media – it 

allows me to stay in touch with a lot 

of people and continue to pray over 

them and encourage them and stuff – 

so that’s awesome.

You talked about how you see a 
lot of kids having identity prob-
lems and issues. Is that the same 
way over in New Zealand or is 
there something different in New 
Zealand that we’re missing in 
America?

Sapunov: Well, I don’t think you’re 

missing it. It just comes with being 

such a huge place and having a com-

pletely different political climate, as 

well. Over here, the culture is entire-

ly different. There are a lot of broken 

families and there is a lot of social 

disconnection in New Zealand too, 

don’t get me wrong. There’s plenty of 

that happening in every country. But 

in the States, it’s just on a much big-

ger scale. And I guess because we’re 

exposed to different types of people, 

naturally through this kind of music, 

it’s just more evident.

Tautuhi: Yeah, I mean, we prob-

ably have a slightly biased view on 

it all. … I was drawn to heavy music 

because I was – and still am – a bro-

ken mess. It’s not to say that every-

body that listens to heavy music is. 

In my experience, the people that 

are drawn to it are generally that 

way to some degree or another. We 

do see that wherever we go, because, 

in New Zealand, we have the same 

things, but it seems a lot more vast in 

the States because of the size of the 

country.

What do you see different in 
the American Christian market 
compared to the New Zealand and 
maybe Australian and European 
Christian markets?

Sapunov: We don’t know much 

about the European market, but  in 

America, there’s a lot of “business” 

caught up in Christianity. There’s a 

lot of money tied up in it. It’s like a 

marketing business in a lot of ways. 

Even though we’ve been blessed to 

spend time with a lot of really gen-

uine, awesome Christian bands and 

Christian people, you can tell there’s 

an underlying scent of money in 

Christian entertainment there.

Over here it’s not like that because 

our country is much less churched 

in a lot of ways. It gives us more of 

a platform and … we get to reach 

more people that are unsaved. I 

guess that’s one thing I can put out 

there: There’s a lot of money and a 

lot of not-entirely-honest agendas in 

Christian bands in America from 

what I can perceive.

Tautuhi: I can’t really comment 

on that because I don’t know much 

about it. I’m a little bit oblivious to 

that stuff. I just get angry when I see 

things that look more like a business, 

and I just want to start flipping tables 

over. I don’t know. I do have an opin-

ion on it, but it sort of hasn’t been for-

mulated because it’s all just a bunch 

of words in my head at this stage.

You guys made the Top 20 
mainstream singles chart in New 
Zealand with the band’s first 
single. It’s kind of huge, I would 
think. In America it’s huge.

Sapunov: Yeah. Well, being on 

that chart for us is like the equivalent 

to a band debuting in the Billboard 

Top 200 on the general chart. It’s a 

big deal. We’re really stoked. … I’ve 

always been very transparent, honest 

and, I guess, cautious in a lot of ways 

about the things we do. I am always 

cautious with the way people per-

ceive us, not because public percep-

tion is important to us, but because a) 

we represent Jesus, and b) we are also 
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a hardcore band. We’re very adamant 

we will always remain true to where 

we started.

I think with every success and 

every door the Lord has opened for 

us, it’s been natural. It’s been gen-

uine. People have kind of respected 

that. We have genuine respect from 

people in our home country, now, and 

abroad because people see us as a 

hard-working band that started from 

grassroots; (charting) was never in 

our initial ideals. We’ve been very 

careful to not get caught up.

Quite often, people come up to you 

at shows and say, “Oh, you guys are 

a huge band.” There’s a perception 

that we are a huge band, but we’re 

not. We’re just dudes. We’re the 

same people when we started. Like 

you said, we can come and play Fort 

Worth for 30-40 people, and we can 

play for festivals of a few thousand. 

That doesn’t change who we are. We 

are very grateful for every single 

opportunity, no matter how big or 

small. It’s a big part of the journey 

and a big part of the way that we will 

always be, hopefully.

I’d like to think those kinds of 

shows will continue to be a part of 

the touring cycle every year. I’d like 

to play in shows with no stage in a 

room with a crappy P.A. I actually 

prefer those shows over the festival 

shows a lot of the time.

In terms of getting caught up in 

the business and in the machine of 

Christian music, we are very far 

removed from that, aside from our 

dealings with Facedown Records 

(and Jason and Virginia who are 

some of the most genuine and incred-

ible people we’ve ever met). We don’t 

have much to do with the Christian 

industry. Facedown, I think, are a 

prime example of a record label and 

a business that’s run so grounded 

in the kingdom. They can attribute 

to our success. They’re putting out 

great releases after all these years 

and still staying afloat in a climate, 

in an industry that’s so shaken right 

now. (That’s) because of the way 

they’ve honored the Lord with the 

way that they run their business. We 

are very honored and grateful to be 

associated with them. Along with the 

likes of Come & Live. Chad (Johnson) 

is an incredible person, and we have 

had a lot to do with them and their 

ministry over the last few years here 

in New Zealand. Just another prime 

example of kingdom-minded people 

who want to give back to this com-

munity and the world. Turning musi-

cians into missionaries.

But when it comes to things like – I 

don’t really want to use a bad exam-

ple here – but when we’re talking 

about things like Hillsong – a huge, 

big scale music Christian industry 

that has been in the life of Australia 

and now breaking into the United 

States on a big scale – we’re very far 

removed from that whole machine 

and we always will be.

There have been bands like 
yourself, For Today and Sleeping 
Giant that have really brought 
back being bold and outspoken 
in their faith. Why did you guys 
choose to be a band like that? 
When you guys first started, 
you were straight edge, but from 
a Christian perspective. What 

made you guys change your focus 
from being (straight edge) to 
more of a kingdom-minded band?

Tautuhi: Well, we weren’t a 

Christian, straight-edge band. We 

have always been identified as 

straight-edge guys, but at the begin-

ning, there were only two straight-

edge members and that has sort of 

fluctuated over the years. I wouldn’t 

say it was a conscious decision to 

do what we’re doing. It all stemmed 

from the fact that Vasely and I spoke 

on the phone and said, “Hey, Let’s do 

a band. Let’s sing about God.” That 

was all we actually made a conscious 

decision to do.

I think the reason we’re doing it 

the way we are is because it’s the 

sort of people we are. I believe that if 

you’ve got something that has influ-

enced your life positively, you owe 

it to the people around you to share 

it, whether they want to hear or not. 

People will have all the freedom in 

the world to say that they don’t want 

to listen to what we’re saying, and 

we’ll never hold it against them. But 

we were always just like, “Hey, this is 
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who we are. This is what we’ve expe-

rienced,” and it always came through 

in the music.

Sapunov: It’s really important to 

note that, as far as the straight-edge 

thing goes, we’ve never been an 

“edge band”. We started out with two 

straight edge members. At one point, 

there were four of us and, obviously, 

we are a hardcore band and straight-

edge for a lot of us is a part of our 

lives. We would also play with bands 

that have a lot of straight-edge mem-

bers, or whatever it was, I dunno. 

I guess visually sometimes we can 

come across as a straight-edge band 

because we are X’d up at shows all 

the time and in our videos.

It’s also important to note that we 

never grew up on Christian music. 

We don’t really have a traditional 

Christian music background, let 

alone a Christian background in our 

personal lives. So when salvation 

experiences and our faith experienc-

es started to come to fruit in our lives, 

it was a very foreign thing for both 

of us.

We grew up playing shows in dif-

ferent bands and that’s how we got to 

know each other. Nick and I, he used 

to play shows with my band for years 

and then we became friends. And 

then when those bands broke up, we 

both started to develop as Christians 

and we we’re like, “Yo, let’s do a 

heavy band, but let’s sing about God.” 

And to us that was really crazy, and 

taboo in a lot of ways.

Tautuhi: We only heard of a couple 

of Christian bands. We heard of Zao, 

Living Sacrifice, and Society’s Finest. 

Those sorts of bands are about all 

that we’d heard of at that stage. We’ve 

never had beef with any of that. 

We listened to a lot of satanic death 

metal, but we never really cared if 

a band were singing about God. We 

just liked heavy music.

Sapunov: It was just a natural pro-

gression, I guess, towards being more 

evangelical. Like Nick says, when you 
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have this thing, that impacts your life 

so deeply. You owe it to others to share 

it. We’ve always been a band that’s 

very much all about our message.

Because let it be known: Touring 

internationally and doing everything 

we do requires a lot of sacrifice, 

especially when you have a family. 

Nick has a wife. I have a wife. Ross 

has a wife. He’s about to become a 

father. Being away from your family 

is extremely difficult, especially after 

nine years. I’ve been married to the 

band longer than I’ve been married 

to my wife.

The fact that we’re still doing this 

and leaving them to go on tour and 

speak to these kids is very much a 

tribute, and the fact that we believe 

100 percent what we sing about. We 

still have the same convictions, and we 

want to share that message. Because, if 

it wasn’t for that message, I definitely 

wouldn’t still be doing this.

Tautuhi: I would’ve given up a 

long time if it was not for that reason.

There’s been a lot of contro-
versy this year in the Christian 
scene; I don’t have to mention 
things that have happened in 
America. This has kind of put 
a bitter taste in a lot of people’s 
mouths about our culture.

Sapunov: I think what you’re 

touching on right now (are) the things 

that happened with bands like For 

Today and stuff. A lot of those guys 

are really close friends of ours. It’s 

difficult to comment without upset-

ting people. And this discussion is 

very tricky because everybody has 

different theological perspectives on 

certain issues and certain topics.

I think when you take a soci-

ety or a culture or a scene like the 

heavy music scene, and you take the 

non-Christians, and then you throw 

something at them that they can use 

as a reason to basically fuel the hate 

campaign toward our faith... It’s very 

easy to start a fire very quickly.

I don’t think that a lot of the issues 

– like the way that homosexuals 

have been treated by modern day 

Christians – has much to do with a 

heavy band in America or even has 

anything to do with the music scene 

in general. I think, in perspective, 

we’re all as guilty as the next person 

about how we, as a whole, have treat-

ed people.

Let’s get something straight: 

There are things Jesus spoke about 

and things Jesus didn’t speak about. 

We are commissioned to do certain 

things, and we are commissioned 

to not do certain things. Sin is sin 

and we agree with that, but I think 

that there a lot of the things that 

have happened over the last couple 

of years that did not need to happen. 

There are a lot of things that can cre-

ate hurt when taken out of context, 

or, dare I say it, discernment in many 

ways. I think the bottom line is that 

we’re called to love people.

We need to recognize that not a 

single one of us, no matter how well 

we know our Bible or how much 

we love Jesus, can change any other 

person. The Holy Spirit convicts 

and changes people’s lives. And it’s 

God Almighty that is responsible to 

convict people, whether it be through 

His word or through us.

I think a lot of times we can, as 

Christians and as people, run with 

the idea that we need to change peo-

ple. We need to tell people how to live 

their lives. We need to convict people 

of sin. When it’s done outside of dis-

cernment – outside of the timing of 

the Holy Spirit – things start to fall 

apart. It’s been quite evident to us, 

even from this far away, to see that’s 

what’s happening in a lot of ways.

We’ve definitely felt the heat in a 

lot of ways over there as well. I’ve got 

a lot of close friends that bring that 

stuff up with me. A lot of people who 

aren’t saved that are in my circles 

constantly use certain bands and 

certain situations as a reference to 

basically say, “How can a loving God 

do this or that? Or see people like 

this and like that? “ but that’s always 

going to be the case. There are going 

to be people on a campaign to basical-

ly undo any good or positive public 

perception Christianity may gain in 

any amount of time. Overall, we are 

hated by the world, and we have been 

told that we will be. Does that make 

sense?

Yeah. From this record, The 

Urgency and The King is Coming, 
what are some of the memorable 
moments in the band and in your 

life that you’ve seen God use in 
miraculous ways?

Tautuhi: For me – last time we 

were in the States, actually – it was 

the very last day we were there. We 

were playing a show in Missouri. 

There was this kid there, was her 

name Sydney?

Sapunov: I think so.

Tautuhi: This girl, Sydney, she 

went over to our merch table and 

Vasely was there with George, our 

bass player. She started talking to 

them about how one of our songs had 

touched her life and how God worked 

through it and all that sort of thing. 

Vasely and George told me about this, 

and I really wanted to meet the girl 

because the song she was referring to 

was a song that I had written.

Anyway, I managed to catch up 

with her. She told me she had a hard 

time and this way and that way. I 

won’t go into details because it’s not 

my story. Anyway, she basically said 

she has lost the will to live, and some-

one had shown her our band. Then 

she finds our songs on YouTube 

and stuff. She found a song off our 

first full-length called “The Most 

Beautiful Promise”,which, lyrical-

ly, basically details the interaction 

between myself and Christ at the 

moment of my salvation. She listened 

to that song and she encountered 

God. He stepped into her life and 

He undid the damage. She said He 

melted her heart. She told me that 

song saved her life. But illustrated, it 

was God who saved her life through 

that song.

That just blew my mind and not 

just because of that. The fact she 

said that is amazing, but there’s also 

a background to that song. When I 

wrote that song, I was in the darkest 

place I’ve ever been. I was struggling 

with wanting to die. I wanted to kill 

myself when I wrote that song. I saw 

and I have seen, for the longest time, 

that time of my life to be a waste of 

time, as complete loss. When she 

came to me and told me God had 

given her a reason to live through 

that song, God said to me that the 

time has been redeemed. That is 

probably hands down the most pow-

erful and life-changing moment I’ve 

had in this band. I can’t really think 

of anything that really comes close to 

that, for me, personally.

Sapunov: We’ve seen a whole heap 

of cool stuff happen in the supernatu-

ral, I guess, since we’ve been a band. 

Nick and I especially – as the found-

ing members of the band, as the peo-

ple who carry the faith of this band – 

we’ve always been really adamant to 

remain open and try and expose our-

selves to as much kingdom stuff as 

possible. To try not to get caught up 

in just being a band, but remember 

we have a purpose, and the supernat-

ural is very much natural.

Since we started touring, we’ve 

seen lots of stuff like healings. We’ve 

seen the weather change, numerous 

times, upon our command, in Jesus’s 

name, we’ve seen people delivered 

from all sorts of addiction and sinful 

grips in their life through prayer, 

through music and through worship. 

These countless things have hap-

pened … (things) people cannot deny. 

We’ve had some pretty incredible 

experiences, to say the least.

When people come up to you and 

they tell you – genuinely, you see 

it in their face – your music saved 

their life. When somebody comes up 

to tell you that a song you’ve writ-

ten – whether they’ve been through 

grief or through pain or through just 

whatever and you’re in your house 

just scribbling on a piece of paper, 

that song – has touched somebody’s 

life on the other side of the world, and 

then God has used you in that way? 

That’s incomparable.

That to me, is the essence and 

the reason why we do what we do. 

That particular evening that Nick’s 

talking about – the girl at Rancho 

Cucamonga that shared that story – I 

was choked up. I was at the merch 

table, hearing the story. I was pray-

ing gratefully to the Lord, because 

moments like that you can never 

forget. There are memories that can 

sometimes blur into one, but there 

are certain experiences with certain 

people that change your life forever. 

It’s great. I just pray more and more 

for that stuff to happen. I want peo-

ple to enjoy our band and to lose it in 

the pit just like the next guy, but at 

the end of the day I want this band 

to change people’s lives and I want 

Christ to come into people’s hearts 

through hearing these songs.
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WINNERS
WE BELIEVE THERE IS NO BETTER 

AWARD THAN ONE CHOSEN BY THE 
PEOPLE. YOU ALL RESPONDED TO THE 

ANNUAL CALL, AND AFTER TENS OF 
THOUSANDS OF VOTES, WE HAVE OUR 
BEST OF 2013. WHAT WE LEARNED: YOU 

ALL LOVE SKILLET. YOU ALL WILL
REALLY MISS THE CHARIOT. AND,

WITHOUT A DOUBT, YOU ALL HAVE 
GREAT TASTE. JOIN US AS WE REVISIT 
THE BANDS AND ALBUMS THAT MADE 

YOUR 2013 A YEAR TO REMEMBER.



WINNERS

SKILLET

RISE

JUNE 2013

Photo by Brooke Long

1. SKILLET
2. MY EPIC
3. AUGUST 
BURNS RED

1. ‘RISE’ — SKILLET
2. ‘BEHOLD’ —
MY EPIC
3. ‘RESCUE & 
RESTORE’ — 
AUGUST BURNS 
RED

1. JUNE — SKILLET
2. NORMA JEAN
3. IMPENDING 
DOOM



JUSTIN CORDLE
VOCALIST, WE AS HUMAN

BOISE, ID

1. SKILLET
RISE

2.  FIGHT OR FLIGHT
A LIFE BY DESIGN

3.  IN THIS MOMENT
BLOOD

4.  ALTER BRIDGE
FORTRESS

5.  KILLSWITCH ENGAGE
DISARM THE DESCENT

MY TOP 10 OF 2013

Photos by Brooke Long (Justin Cordle, J.B. Brubaker, Jake Luhrs), courtesy of Solid State Records (August Burns Red), Funto O
lukoju (O

h, Sleeper) ‘PROVISION’

AUGUST BURNS RED

1. ‘PROVISION’ — 
AUGUST BURNS 
RED
2. PARAMORE — 
‘STILL INTO YOU’
3. NORMA JEAN — 
‘WRONGDOERS’



‘PROVISION’

AUGUST BURNS RED

J.B. BRUBAKER
GUITARIST, AUGUST BURNS RED

MANHEIM, PA

1. BALANCE & COMPOSURE
THE THINGS WE THINK

WE’RE MISSING
2.  MATT POND PA
THE LIVES INSIDE

THE LINES IN YOUR HAND
3.  DEFEATER

LETTERS HOME
4.  DEAFHEAVEN

SUNBATHER
5.  CULT OF LUNA

VERTIKALT

MY TOP 10 OF 2013

‘THE TITAN’

OH, SLEEPER
1. ‘THE TITAN’ — 
OH, SLEEPER
2. ‘SICK’ — 
BEARTOOTH
3. ‘SPIRITLESS’ — 
MARANATHA
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MIKEY CARVAJAL
VOCALIST, ISLANDER

GREENVILLE, SC

1. ISLANDER
PAINS.

2.  FRIENDSHIP
HARMONY BAZAAR

3.  CLOSE YOUR EYES
LINE IN THE SAND

4.  ALTARS
SOMETHING MORE

5.  AFI
BURIALS

THE CHARIOT

THE FAREWELL TOUR

1. THE CHARIOT
2. AUGUST 
BURNS RED
3. PARAMORE

1. THE CHARIOT’S 
FAREWELL TOUR
2. PARAMORE
3. ‘FIGHT THE 
SILENCE’

Photos by M
atthew D

efeo (M
ikey Carvajal and The Chariot)

MY TOP 10 OF 2013
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THE CHARIOT

THE FAREWELL TOUR
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1. ‘NO MORE 
HELL TO PAY’ — 
STRYPER
2. ‘PHOENIX’ — 
EVERYTHING IN 
SLOW MOTION
3. ‘GHOST 
THIEF’ — LIVING 
SACRIFICE

1. OH, SLEEPER
2. DARKNESS 
DIVIDED
3. FIVE IRON 
FRENZY

OH, SLEEPER

Photos by Funto O
lukoju (O

h, Sleeper), courtesy of Reach Records (Lecrae)

‘NO MORE HELL TO PAY’

STRYPER



JUSTIN SINGH
VOCALIST,

THE GREAT COMMISSION
LOS ANGELES, CA

1. A DAY TO REMEMBER
COMMON COURTESY

2.  PHIL WICKHAM
ASCENSION

3.  THE DEVIL WEARS PRADA
8:18

4.  YELLOWCARD
ACOUSTIC SESSIONS

5.  JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE
THE 20/20 EXPERIENCE

MY TOP 10 OF 2013

‘NO MORE HELL TO PAY’

LECRAE

STRYPER

‘CHURCH CLOTHES, VOL. 2’
1. LECRAE 
— ‘CHURCH 
CLOTHES, VOL. 2’
2. BEAUTIFUL 
EULOGY — 
‘INSTRUMENTS 
OF MERCY’
3. ANDY MINEO 
— ‘HEROES FOR 
SALE’
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THE ONGOING CONCEPT

FIVE IRON FRENZY

1. FIVE IRON 
FRENZY — 
‘ENGINE OF A 
MILLION PLOTS’
2. POLYVALENT — 
‘WANT’
3. MARANATHA — 
‘SPIRITLESS’

GERARD MORA
VOCALIST, DARKNESS DIVIDED

SAN ANTONIO, TX

1. PHINEHAS
THE LAST WORD IS
YOURS TO SPEAK
2.  OH, SLEEPER

THE TITAN
3.  WE CAME AS ROMANS

TRACING BACK ROOTS
4.  GOODMORNING

GORGEOUS
CAPSTONE

5.  MOUTH OF THE SOUTH
TRANSPARENCY

MY TOP 10 OF 2013

1. THE ONGOING 
CONCEPT
2. POLYVALENT
3. THE COLOR 
MORALE

Photos by Julie W
orsham

 (Im
pending D

oom), courtesy of Five Iron Frenzy, courtesy of Solid State Records (The O
ngoing Concept), D

avid Stagg (G
erard M

ora)
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GERARD MORA
VOCALIST, DARKNESS DIVIDED

SAN ANTONIO, TX

1. PHINEHAS
THE LAST WORD IS
YOURS TO SPEAK
2.  OH, SLEEPER

THE TITAN
3.  WE CAME AS ROMANS

TRACING BACK ROOTS
4.  GOODMORNING

GORGEOUS
CAPSTONE

5.  MOUTH OF THE SOUTH
TRANSPARENCY

MY TOP 10 OF 2013

IMPENDING DOOM

1. ‘DOOM 
WILL REIGN’ 
(IMPENDING 
DOOM) — JUSTIN 
MABEE
2. ‘REMEMBER 
US?’ (FIVE IRON 
FRENZY) — ERIC 
PETTERSON
3. ‘KORN AGAIN’ 
(KORN) — ‘DAVID 
STAGG
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STAFF PICKS

DOUG VAN PELT
FORMER OWNER / STAFF WRITER

AUSTIN, TX

1. SEABIRD
TROUBLED DAYS

2.  FIVE IRON FRENZY
ENGINE OF A MILLION PLOTS

3.  DELIVERANCE
HEAR WHAT I SAY!
4.  BLOODGOOD

DANGEROUSLY CLOSE
5.  EXTOL

EXTOL

ANTHONY BRYANT
PHOTOGRAPHER / REVIEWER

AUSTIN, TX

1. JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE
THE 20/20 EXPERIENCE

2.  BLESSTHEFALL
HOLLOW BODIES

3.  A DAY TO REMEMBER
COMMON COURTESY

4.  PROTEST THE HERO
VOLITION

5.  SILVERSTEIN
THIS IS HOW

THE WIND SHIFTS

CHRIS GATTO
FORMER EDITOR, HEAVEN’S METAL

READING, PA

1. SOILWORK
THE LIVING INFINITE

2.  STRYPER
NO MORE HELL TO PAY

3.  IN VAIN
ÆNIGMA

4.  DEUTERONOMIUM
THE AMEN

5.  LIVING SACRIFICE
GHOST THIEF
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STAFF PICKS

JUSTIN MABEE
STAFF WRITER

TAMPA, FL

1. JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE
THE 20/20 EXPERIENCE

2.  FALL OUT BOY
SAVE ROCK AND ROLL

3.  RHEMA SOUL
DOPE BEATS GOOD NEWS, 

VOL. 2
4.  JARS OF CLAY

INLAND
5.  FOALS

HOLY FIRE

ROB HOUSTON
MANAGING EDITOR

DALLAS, TX

1. POWER TRIP
MANIFEST DECIMATION

2.  GHOST (B.C.)
INFESTISSUMAM

3.  DAYLIGHT
JAR

4.  MARANATHA
SPIRITLESS

5.  EVERYTHING IN SLOW 
MOTION
PHOENIX

BROOKE LONG
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

BALTIMORE, MD

1. AUGUST BURNS RED
RESCUE & RESTORE
2.  ICON FOR HIRE

CYNICS AND CRITICS
3.  WE AS HUMAN

WE AS HUMAN
4.  THE LETTER BLACK

REBUILD
5.  WE CAME AS ROMANS

TRACING BACK ROOTS
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BANDS TO WATCH — 2014

MEMPHIS MAY FIRE

SILENT PLANET
INCREDIBLY TALENTED 
PROGRESSIVE
METALCORE FROM
LOS ANGELES, CA

PILLAR
THAT BAND ABOVE (IN 
2009) WILL BE MAKING A 
COMEBACK WITH A NEW 
RECORD IN 2014

A HILL TO
DIE UPON
GET YOUR CORPSE 
PAINT READY, ‘HOLY 
DESPAIR’ IS KILLER

DARKNESS 
DIVIDED
ALREADY MAKING A 
SPLASH WITH A NUMBER 
OF ‘HM’ LISTENERS

POISED TO OWN 2014 WITH THEIR FOURTH FULL-LENGTH RECORD THIS SPRING
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S O L A M O R S
A S C E N S I O N

BY SEAN
H U N C H E R I C K
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Very little is typical about 

Solamors. The new project from 

former members of Aletheian and 

Becoming the Archetype is, by most 

accounts, unorthodox. From the 

name to how they wrote their debut 

album, Depravity’s Demise, this 

band has something different to offer 

fans of progressive death metal. We 

were able to talk with guitarist and 

founder Alex Kenis (former guitar-

ist of Aletheian) and vocalist Jason 

Wisdom (former vocalist/bassist of 

Becoming the Archetype) to hear 

their views on several aspects of the 

band. 

(And to get an idea of how metal 

they are, know that Wisdom did the 

phone interview while standing in a 

thunderstorm on a December night, 

carrying a small colorful umbrella.)

ON THE FORMATION
The band was started in the begin-

ning of 2013 by Alex Kenis. He knew 

he wanted to record something new, 

but didn’t want to go the normal path 

of record labels, studios and tours. 

“I was out of the loop musically for a 

few years,” Kenis says, “so I wanted 

to restart and do something com-

pletely crowd-funded. I wanted to 

use word-of-mouth and social media 

for advertising instead of traditional 

advertising, long-distance corre-

sponding instead of getting together 

and jamming songs to [take to] the 

studio.”

Because Solamors is a long-dis-

tance project, the potential band-

mates were not bound by time and 

space. Instead of looking through 

Craigslist for band members in his 

hometown, Kenis was able to recruit 

anyone around the world that would 

be good for the project. This left a 

pool of about seven billion people.

Of the seven billion, Kenis went 

with former BTA and Aletheian 

bandmates Jason Wisdom and 

Travis Turner (former drummer of 

Aletheian).

“I went to Jason because I knew 

he hadn’t really had a chance to 

stretch his wings with Becoming 

the Archetype. Jason has a huge 

range of vocal styles and hasn’t 

really had a chance to sing clean, 

which is a shame because he has a 

nice singing voice and also a nice, 

gritty prog voice. He can do the low 

[growls], the black metal shrieks 

and the hardcore barks, so I wanted 

to cut as much space as I could in 

the mix to let him do whatever the 

heck he wanted.”

Finally, the band needed a drum-

mer. “I brought Travis in because 

he comes from a jazz, progressive 

rock background and he tends to fill 

things up pretty well. I thought that 

would probably pick up the slack 

where the guitars were thinner and 

fill up the mix to make it more inter-

esting to listen to.”

ON THE NAME
There is no clear way of explain-

ing the band’s name. Instead of 

creating a metal band name using 

D&D cards or a variation of the 

word “death,” the name Solamors is 

a puzzle that plays with ambiguity. 

“The title is a word game.” Kenis 

explains. “I took a couple different 

words in a few different languages 

that typified the band and crushed 

them all into one word: Solamors. 

Depending on how you break up the 

word and what language you read it 

in, it can be interpreted as a couple 

different things that are opposite in 

meaning, but relative to the project. 

[Some] things can be taken on two 

levels and there isn’t really a correct 

interpretation.

Art doesn’t need to be clear. 

Take some time to figure out what 

the name means to you. (hint: “sol” 

means “sun” in Spanish, a fifth note 

in a solmization scale, or an old 

French word for a copper coin. I’m 

going with a French coin on this one.

On recording long-distance

When you’re in a band with two 

other guys that live in different 

states, you need to either play loud-

er than Motörhead so you can hear 

each other or have a good idea of 

what your bandmates can do. If the 

latter is case, the long-distance pro-

cess can be extremely successful. 

Wisdom recalls, “We’ve [recorded 

together] before, so [recording 

long-distance] wasn’t that big of a 

deal. It would have been a lot more 

of a challenge if this was our first 

record; I think then there would 

have been a lot of issues because 

things don’t always come through 

email correctly. You need to hop on 

the telephone and explain parts. 

Then you’re making all kinds 

of weird noises into the phone 

like, “No! The part should go like 

‘CHUGA CHUGA CHUG CHUG,’ 

or ‘No, it doesn’t go like that! It goes 

like ‘Chuga chug WEEE-WEEE”

Instead of making weird guitar 

sounds over the phone, each of the 

members recorded their parts at 

different times and places. Kenis 

took the first steps by laying his gui-

tar parts down before Wisdom and 

Turner got to it. “I started writing 

last summer and came up with a 

bunch of tracks that had a similar 

concept, so I honed that a little bit 

and said I wanted everything to be 

tight, dark and direct, with a slightly 

anxious feel to it.”  

From there, he sent Wisdom the 

demos and let him experiment with 

his vocals. “I gave him free reign 

to do whatever he wanted.” Kenis 

begins. “I kept the verse sections 

pretty sparse so he would have a lot 

of room, but I didn’t want it to get 

boring or repetitive because I don’t 

usually write sparse verses; I usually 

write stuff that’s pretty busy.” Travis 

added his touch at the end. “It was a 

dynamic process that changed along 

the way,” Kenis explains, “but the 

core structure of the songs was there 

before the vocals.”

When Wisdom received the 

demos, he went into his friend/

former bandmate’s studio to record 

the vocals. “I finished recording my 

vocals in May, but we didn’t get all 

the drums put on the record until 

several months later. We did it out 

of order, but I think that was great 

because I had freedom to sit with the 

tracks as long as I wanted. I could lis-

ten to every part and go, ‘Man, what 

kind of vocals does this part need?’”

Wisdom has written songs both in 

studios and on the road with BTA, 

but found the long-distance approach 

incredibly effective and flexible. “I 

think we had a lot more freedom 

because Alex just put the ball in my 

court as far as all the vocals and I 

put the ball in his court with all the 

guitars. Travis was in charge of the 

drums. We all came to it and put our 

own little touch on it. I think it came 

out awesome. I love doing it that way; 

it was a lot of fun.”

Because the record wasn’t record-

ed in the studio, Kenis was easily able 

to go back to songs and edit his sec-

tions after Wisdom and Turner got to 

them. There was no rush or wasting 

studio money, so each member could 

sit with the tracks for as long as they 

wanted. 

ON BEING AN 
INDEPENDENT ARTIST 

From the start, Kenis wanted the 

band to be crowd-funded and pro-

moted instead of going the typical 

path of record labels and touring. 

Kenis says, “We worked with Solid 

State and Iron Clad in the past with 

BTA and Aletheian and they’re pret-

ty good about letting artists do what 

they want. They don’t poke their nose 

in too much. That’s not the way it is 

with a lot of labels out there. Still, 

[being independent] gives you the 

ability to artistically do whatever you 

want. If you want to do a 10-minute 

instrumental, you can put it on there 

and no one is going to say that it 

doesn’t fit.”

To get people’s attention, the 

band has turned to social media. 

“We’re trying to bring people along 

the journey with every step,” Kenis 

says. “If you look on our Facebook 

and Youtube accounts, [you can see] 

every time we did something, we 

made behind-the-scenes videos and 

put out blogs for it and then ask them 

to spread the word around if they 

liked it.”

The crowd-sourcing method works 

on a similar, micro level. If someone 

listens to an album and likes it, they 

support the band by giving money 

and sharing the word. More than 

ever, a band’s success is dependent 

on fans. “If they don’t like it, they’re 

not going to give money to make it,” 

Kenis says. “If they do like it, they’re 

going to spread the word for you. We 

haven’t taken out big banners and 

added them to magazines or splashed 

things on metal sites or anything like 

that. If people are passionate about 

it, they will spread the word for it. 

In advertising, word-of-mouth is the 

most powerful tool.”
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ON BECOMING THE 
ARCHETYPE AND 
ALETHEIAN

Solamors’ debut album follows 

in the progressive footsteps of 

BTA and Aletheian, but the three 

certainly have their differences. 

Kenis explains, “Aletheian are 

from the ground up, progressive 

and avant-garde. We purposely 

avoid any traditional trappings. 

There are no traditional song 

structures, there’s no intro/verse/

chorus. Anything you can tie into a 

pop song structure, we throw out. 

Everything is free-form.”

Breaking typical song structures 

certainly avoids clichés and predict-

ability, but Aletheian took it a step 

further. “[In Aletheian] I won’t play 

minor pentatonic scales. I won’t play 

harmonic minor scales or any of 

those types of things because they 

tend to tie in to other genres and 

bring that to mind. We wanted to do 

something completely original, which 

is good, but it also alienates people 

because they are used to hearing a 

verse/chorus/hook/chorus/verse and 

then a strong outro. It’s also primar-

ily written around odd time struc-

tures. I try to use 7s as the base for 

Aletheian songs and go from there as 

opposed to using a 4/4 base like tra-

ditional music.”

In order to make the music more 

approachable, Kenis simplified the 

avant-garde methods of Aletheian for 

Depravity’s Demise. Instead of build-

ing songs with unusual time signa-

tures, Solamors uses more traditional 

structures and then adds pieces of 

progressive music throughout each 

song. The simplified riffs leave more 

room for epic BTA-style keyboard 

sections and melodies. Because of 

this, both Wisdom and Kenis believe 

Solamors has something to offer fans 

of both bands. 

Kenis sees the band as having one 

foot in BTA with traditional song 

structures and wide, epic segments, 

and one foot in Aletheian with some 

of the more progressive bits with 

solos and instrumentals. A key 

difference is that this time around, 

he wanted Wisdom’s vocals to take 

center stage. 

Wisdom agrees that the band is 

a healthy combination of the two 

bands. “I think people who like BTA 

and Aletheian will be pleased. It 

pulls some of the best elements from 

both worlds, but then also [adds 

some]. Becoming the Archetype 

didn’t really incorporate many 

melodic vocals. We had Ryan Clark 

jump on one song on Dichotomy. 

Other than that, it was [a] straight-

forward screaming band. When Alex 

contacted me, I think that’s why he 

had me in mind. He wanted it to be 

a straight-up thrasher album, but I 

wanted to do something else because 

I’ve always done that. I wanted it 

to be different than what I did with 

BTA.”

The album is sure to please many, 

but Wisdom still expects a few 

people to be disappointed. “Some 

people are going to complain that it 

doesn’t sound like BTA’s first album 

or Aletheian’s first album, but I 

think it’s got the best of both world’s 

thrown in there; it’s progressive, but 

it’s not overly chaotic. It’s got struc-

ture. I think this type of music has a 

lot of staying power.”

ON WRITING SONGS
Instead of relying on other bands 

to influence the sound of Depravity’s 

Demise, Kenis made it a point to 

avoid any musical influences. “For 

the entire writing process of the CD 

(about nine months), I didn’t listen 

to any music. It was tough for me, 

because I listen to music all the time. 

But I didn’t want anything to creep in 

[the CD] accidentally and think like 

‘Oh, I wrote this great riff,’ and then 

figure out it was from Death song or 

something. So I can’t really say there 

were influences.”

While there aren’t any direct influ-

ences, it’s hard to write music without 

sounding somewhat like someone 

else. “You can’t play a hard-picked, 

descending chromatic scale without 

sounding like John Petrucci; you can’t 

play ninths over seventh chords with-

out sounding like Steve Vai. So there 

are little nods, but that’s about it. I try 

to avoid sounding like anyone else.”

After the guitars were tracked, 

Wisdom was able to experiment with 

different vocal styles for the project. 

“Usually vocals are the last thing 

you record, so you don’t have time 

to experiment [because] the record 

has to be turned in at a certain time. 

[This time] I had all the time I could 

want.” 

“He gave me freedom and I ran 

with it and ended up with all kinds of 

crazy vocals with experimental sec-

tions and four-part harmonies. The 

album is full of all kinds of strange 

vocals and weird stuff like that.”

Unlike Kenis, Wisdom had a few 

influences in mind while recording. 

“There are a lot of great vocalists 

I love like Ryan Clark and Devin 

Townsend. These guys are so versa-

tile – they do the screaming and the 

singing. I’m not saying I’m as good 

as they are, but I think I can do that. 

People will be able to judge when 

they hear the record if I pulled it off.” 

ON THE LYRICS
All of the lyrics on Depravity’s 

Demise are from Wisdom. Like many 

progressive albums, each song goes 

together to tell a story. In this case, 

the story is one that plays with the 

juxtapositions of light/dark in a per-

son’s life.

Wisdom explains, “The story 

being told [is] of a character who is 

going from a place where he thinks 

he’s strong and entirely self-efficient, 

to the realization that he is ultimately 

powerless.” It is in his powerless-

ness that his life begins to change. 

“He embraces his weakness only to 

become much stronger. The trans-

formation that is happening in the 

character’s life is infecting the world 

around him. The light doesn’t just 

transform him in an imperial, spir-

itual way. He’s seeing the world dif-

ferently. When the lightning flashes 

in the sky, he sees another dimension 

of the world that is starting to crack 

the sky and break through.”

Focusing on the good news 

and earthly change was incredi-

bly important to Wisdom. Many 

Christian bands seem to focus so 

much on the spiritual aspects of 

life that they completely ignore the 

earthly duties of Christians. Instead 

of focusing on being the salt of the 

earth or a new creation, bands often 

focus on themes of darkness and vio-
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lent prophesies. There are certainly 

places for both themes (which sound 

awfully kvlt), but that place isn’t 

entirely on Depravity’s Demise.

“There’s a lot of good news that we 

can tell people. In Jesus Christ, the 

new creation has come and is coming. 

It can transform our lives! That may 

be the simplest of Christian themes, 

but that’s the one that comes out on 

this record. There is a light that is 

breaking through; creation is longing 

to be renewed. “

ON THE FUTURE
With the release of Depravity’s 

Demise and no immediate plan of 

touring, Wisdom and Kenis will 

continue on with their daily lives 

for the first part of 2014. As for 

what’s next for the band, that’s up 

to you. “Our initial goal was just to 

get the CD out,” Kenis says. “We’ve 

gotten there. We’d like to keep 

writing, but it depends on interest. 

We’re just doing our thing. It’s a 

crazy experiment we took a huge 

risk on and it seems to be going OK. 

As long as people are interested, 

we’ll still make music.”

The current album will continue 

to use crowd-sourced promotion, but 

the band isn’t opposed to something 

more. “In the future, we might go to a 

traditional label format depending on 

how things go,” Kenis reasons.

Other talk has already started 

about the possibility of touring. 

Most people who have played in 

bands can agree that touring is a 

crucial way to gain fans. It’s on the 

road (especially with a noteworthy 

lineup) that a band can introduce 

themselves to a large number of new 

faces. The problem is that touring 

takes time – something that none of 

the members of Solamors have an 

abundance of.  “Jason works full-

time, has a kid and is going for his 

Ph.D., and Travis has a couple of 

kids and works full-time as well, so 

we’re not in the situation we were 

in 10 or 15 years ago where we could 

jump in a van and play any festivals 

that would have us,” Kenis reflects.

While a tour might be difficult 

for the band at this point in time, 

Wisdom is open to other possibilities. 

“It’s not like we’re closed off to the 

idea of going out and playing a few 

shows or some festival gigs, which 

are the norm now for a lot of bands. 

We’d love to do that stuff. I feel like I 

have something musically left to say 

and wanted to do it with this record. 

We’ve definitely talked about want-

ing to do more stuff in the future as 

far as recording and getting out and 

playing a few shows here and there.”

Both metal veterans agree that the 

number of shows is entirely based 

off how well fans receive the album. 

“We originally started and said let’s 

do the music first. That’s the goal: 

get out good music. If there’s a posi-

tive response, we’ll go with the flow 

of what the fans are interested in. 

Everything would have to align prop-

erly so they (Wisdom and Turner) 

would be able to tour.”

Despite the wide range of vocals 

and technical parts of the album, 

Wisdom has no doubt that the band 

would be able to pull it all off live. 

“There’s nothing on the record we 

can’t play. There’s nothing on the 

Earth that Alex can’t play as far as I 

know; he’s absolutely phenomenal. 

Travis is an outstanding drummer...I 

think he plays in like 10 or 15 bands 

right now, which is just bonkers. I’m 

probably the least talented guy in the 

band, but I think I could pull it off if 

we had to do it live.”

†

Huncherick is a Staff Writer at HM.

JASON WISDOM
Previous Bands

The Remnant, Becoming the Archetype 
Main Influences

Living Sacrifice, Five Iron Frenzy,
Dream Theater, Blaster the Rocketman

Between Bands
Teaching, parenting, and working

towards a doctorate
Favorite Songs to Perform

“End of the Age,” “Ransom”
Favorite Albums from 2013

Extol – Extol, Jars of Clay – Inland,
Dustin Kensrue – Water and Blood

ALEX KENIS
Previous Bands

Aletheian, Becoming the Archetype 
Main Influences

Bands Death, Carcass, Steve Vai
Between Bands

Working at bike shops, building/designing
guitar amps and studio restoration

Favorite Songs to Perform
“Call to Arms,” “Into Oblivion,” 

“Autopsy”
Favorite Albums from 2013

Extol – Extol, The Burial – In the Taking 
of Flesh, Gorguts – Colored Sands,

August Burns Red – Rescue and Restore

JW AK
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BARREN CROSS
A CONVERSATION WITH MICHAEL DRIVE (LEE)
BY CHARLIE STEFFENS
PHOTOS BY MARK JORDAN
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Widely regarded as a pioneer in 

the Christian metal scene, Barren 

Cross’s inception took place in the 

early ’80s, at nearly the same time 

as Stryper’s. Both had been on the 

Enigma Records label, sharing the 

roster with bands like Poison, Death 

Angel and Devo. The ’80s were 

known as a time of excess in the 

music business with flashy, big-bud-

get videos glamorizing rock and roll 

decadence. Employing ultra-tight 

musicianship and a dynamic lead 

singer, Barren Cross could rock as 

hard as any of its contemporaries, 

though without the fleshy lyrics 

used by some of the spandex-clad, 

glam-metal bands. Guitar-driven 

heavy metal tunes played through a 

Christian worldview, Atomic Arena, 

released in 1988, was proof of the 

group’s wider appeal.   

It was apparent that Barren Cross 

wasn’t pushing what the world was 

buying. Then, in the early ’90s, grun-

ge took over. Suddenly, the scruffy, 

flannel look was in and glam melted 

into the background. Before slipping 

into near obscurity, Barren Cross 

had left its imprint, releasing five 

full-length albums and performing 

worldwide.  

After announcing its return in 

2008, Barren Cross played some 

reunion dates internationally, with 

Dean Kohn (ATTAKK, Loudness, 

Malice), and not Michael Drive, (once 

known as Michael Lee) the band’s 

original singer. Drive is now back in 

the fold. The quintessential Barren 

Cross lineup, consisting of Drive on 

lead vocals and guitar, drummer 

Steve Whitaker, bassist Jim LaVerde 

and lead guitarist Ray Parris, is in 

place. 

Drive tells HM that Barren Cross, 

with its original lineup, is working 

on new material and will be perform-

ing dates as they are booked. The 

band has just released its first live 

album since 1990, titled Birth Pangs: 

The BC Thirty Year Anniversary, 

which includes the fierce new track, 

“Whitewashed Love.”  

“This would be an opportune time 

to record us live,” Drive says of the 

band’s performance at Switzerland’s 

Elements of Rock festival in 2012, 

“being that I was never happy with 

the live album that we officially 

put out from Enigma Records back 

in 1990, Hotter Than Hell. I never 

liked it. This album was recorded 

professionally with a mobile truck, 

but it was one of my worst nights 

on the tour. It was just terrible and 

I didn’t want them to put it out, but 

the company put it out anyway. So, 

lo and behold, it becomes a Barren 

Cross album. We have really grown 

as musicians since then and really 

have matured, and I felt this is a 

good opportunity to record a new 

recording of us. So I made sure it was 

tracked and then I got the tracks and 

I mixed them and mastered them 

myself. And as I was mixing them I 

realized as I was listening how great 

of a concert this was. I feel that God 

really blessed the show and blessed 

our performances. This is actually 

our first official album in 18 years. 

It’s very special for me. I am more 

excited about this album than any 

other album we’ve ever put out. This 

is an album I think everybody should 

have. I’m very excited about this 

one.” 

With a voice that has been lik-

ened to Iron Maiden singer Bruce 

Dickinson, Drive’s power and vocal 

range is as strong as ever, 30 years 

on.  

“I attribute that to my maker, plain 

and simply. You know, it’s a gift. I 

can’t take any credit for that. It’s not 

something I trained and trained to 

develop. It’s simply a gift that the 

Lord gave me. I credit Him. It is 

what it is and I just thank Him for 

it. I don’t do anything special except 

that I eat right, I drink a lot of water, 

and I try to eat organic foods and this 

and that. Still, you’re either gifted or 

you’re not.”

On his name change, Drive 

explains: “A lot of people were seeing 

me as someone with a lot of drive.” 

During his time away from Barren 

Cross, the singer/songwriter stayed 

involved with other artists’ projects 

as well as his own. 

“In 2000, I decided to move to 

Europe. I moved to France. When 

I got there I bought a motor home 

that I transformed into a recording 

studio. What I did was I took my 

motor home and I began to tour 

across France and Germany, record-

ing my new material with musicians 

that I was crossing on the road and 

concerts wherever I was at the time 

doing these solo unplugged shows. 

That was a blast doing that. I really 

enjoyed it. When you’re doing an 

unplugged set of acoustic and lead 

vocals and you’re performing for 

two hours every night, that really 

hones you as a musician. I’m so glad 

that I did that. I did that for a while, 

playing all kinds of different places. 

I was performing my own songs, I 

was performing Barren Cross songs, 

I was performing certain covers that 

I really liked. The whole experience 

was wonderful. In time, I’d be play-

ing places like St. Tropez in France, 

in a venue that was on the beach, and 

then I would go back to my motor 

home and I would sleep. I would 

wake up in the morning and I would 

open up my drapes and there was the 

ocean. It was really, really cool.

“I’m helping out a friend of 

mine, who’s also another record-

ing artist, because I believe in this 

person. This is a recording artist 

that had some hits in the ‘70s and 

‘80s. Chi Coltrane. She had a big 

hit in 1972 called “Thunder and 

Lightning,” and then she went 

on to have a bunch of more hits, 

more in Europe, not so much 

in America, because she didn’t 

have the right company behind 

her in America. But “Thunder 

and Lightning” was a big hit in 

America. It got her up to num-

ber 12 on the charts in the U.S., 

nationally. Anyway, she had a No. 

1 hit in Holland for a month. She’s 

actually a pretty big star over in 

Switzerland, Germany, Holland 

and different countries in Europe. 

She also knows the Lord. I feel 

very strong about giving her a 

hand because she had a sickness 

for some years that kept her out 

of business. Now she’s making 

a comeback. So I’m giving her a 

helping hand with everything 

from a music video and audio pro-

duction to graphics.”

When discussing faith, Drive 

shares his truth about backsliding 

while involved in religious activity. 

His confession is refreshing, a testi-

mony that could undoubtedly reso-

nate for others.   

“This would be very weird for 

people to hear, but I never knew 

God before 2006. I had a radical 

change that changed my life where 

God became real to me. Prior to that 

I always had religion. I went a little 

bit off the deep end in sin and didn’t 

know how to walk holy with God 

and how to please God. I really didn’t 

know how. After I was no longer 

married I started sleeping around 

with my girlfriends. I knew it was 

wrong but I didn’t know quite how 

to change that ... I didn’t have the 

willpower. I prayed and I asked God, 

‘Lord, I don’t like what I’m doing and 

I really want to be able to change. I 

don’t know how to do it and I ask that 

you would please show me what to 

do.’ So every now and then I would 

pray that prayer. God saw that I was 

sincere and he sent somebody into 

my life. A messenger. And what 

happened was, just before that, I 

made a decision that really sent a 

loud message up to God. I was going 

out with a girl and I was planning on 

sleeping with her the next night. And 

I thought to myself, ‘This is not good.’ 

I went to a friend’s house, and this 

was actually a different girlfriend 

of mine and she read a poem to me 

that she had written that she felt was 

from the Lord. For some reason, my 

conscience struck me really hard. 

It’s just what God used to strike my 

conscience. So I went home and I got 

on my knees. I said to God, ‘God, I 

don’t know how I’m going to do this, 

but I make the decision to repent of 

having sex outside of marriage. Prior 

to that, I had always been seeking 

God, as best as I knew how. I would 

always go to church; I felt a heart for 

the people, so that’s why I wrote all 
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the songs that I did, like “In the Eye 

of the Fire,” which is against suicide. 

That’s basically what happened to 

me. That was 2006 and I have never 

since gone back. And I’ve stayed 

faithful to God ever since.” 

On the new song “Whitewashed 

Love,” Drive admits: “I like to be 

direct about things. That song is 

birthed out of an anger toward the 

church and how they lied to me. I 

felt very lied to by the majority of 

churches that I had gone to because 

they didn’t tell me how to find God. 

Finally God did, through a messen-

ger, and I finally found out how to 

have Him. Prior to that all I found 

out was religion. It’s like a man try-

ing to survive on either the oxygen 

part or the hydrogen part of water. 

You can’t survive on either one. 

They’re teaching this gospel that is 

all love and grace and love and grace 

and love and grace. There’s nothing 

you can do to please God. All you 

have to do is say a few words after 

the preacher and magically you’re 

saved forever and you can never lose 

your salvation. That’s the biggest lie 

being told to us.” 

Drive is optimistic about the reviv-

al of Barren Cross and says the new 

album should keep everyone buzzing 

for a while.

“I believe I have gotten better as a 

musician through the years, includ-

ing as a lead vocalist and as a song-

writer. I’m very anxious to put down 

in the studio the latest songs I’ve 

written. I just finished one of my best 

songs ever. It’s a very heavy song. It’s 

very driving.” 

“We’re going to be doing mostly 

fly-ins, spot dates. I don’t think we’re 

necessarily going to be doing a tour 

yet. I don’t know what’s going to hap-

pen down the road. People like good 

music. Sometimes they don’t really 

look too much at the lyrics or whatev-

er, but they like good music. Barren 

Cross is a good band and we’re really 

into what we do. It shows in spirit to 

the people. It’s a spirit that goes forth, 

I think.” 

†

Steffens is an HM Contributor.

“THIS WOULD BE VERY 
WEIRD FOR PEOPLE 
TO HEAR, BUT I NEVER 
KNEW GOD BEFORE 
2006. I HAD A RAD-
ICAL CHANGE THAT 
CHANGED MY LIFE 
WHERE GOD BECAME 
REAL TO ME.”
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One thing I always loved about 
Pantera’s The Great Southern 
Trendkill was that it started off with 
the guttural scream of a pissed off 
man and nothing but ear-splitting 
metal. It was the perfect response 
to the haters saying they’d gone 
pop; after all, their previous record, 
Far Beyond Driven, had debuted 
at No. 1 on the overall Billboard 
chart, causing many to label them 
as sellouts. In Pantera’s mind, it was 

the only acceptable response.
Saving Grace’s only acceptable 

response to what they’re feeling 
right now is what they’ve come to 
call The Urgency. It’s a wonderful 
collection of hardcore songs that 
explores new lyrical territory for 
the band, accompanied by a fresh 
look at hardcore.

The first track, “+0,” let’s us 
know just how urgent they’re 
talking. It’s ear-splitting metal with 

that same Pantera groove — the air 
horn introduction needed to get 
your attention, and, like Pantera, 
it lets you know they aren’t kidding 
around. This track, combined with 
the next two, are a wonderful start 
to a passion-fueled album.

The bulk of the record is old-
school hardcore, so the breakdowns 
and chugs are par for the course. 
It’s a two-stepper’s delight, bring-
ing the punk-infused guitar stylings 

Saving Grace raises the bar 
with their take on hardcore

Saving Grace
The Urgency

Facedown
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to back-to-back tracks 
“Descent” and “Horse Ap-
ples,” with the latter slowing 
it down to molasses to doom 
you out at the end. The 
record picks up speed with 
“The Banks of the Otara” 
before hitting its groove 
again. What impresses me 
the most about the arch 
of the record is that when 
the band moves out of their 
comfort zone of two-step 
heaven, they actually do a 
phenomenal job, surprising 
the listener with their song-
writing choices. It makes the 
album fun to listen to. And in 
a sea of punk and hardcore 
where it’s hard to separate 
your band, the veterans in 
Saving Grace have a handle 
on it. The Urgency should 
be recommended listening 
for the new generation of 
hardcore. 

—DAVID STAGG

Revival Hymns doesn’t 
say a lot, and they don’t need 
to. Their record, Pauhu, is a 
speak-softly-carry-a-big-stick 
kind of thing. If you’re a fan of 
My Epic’s latest, Behold, you’ll 
love this brand of shoegazer 
rock that turns into a fiery pit 
when agitated.

It’s truly an epic ride. 
Unlike a lot of metal whose 
goal — with good reason — is 
fast, heavy and unapologet-
ic, Revival Hymns asks you 
to come in and listen and 
experience their music as 

they create it for you.
Like drinking a good wine, 

savor this record and you’ll 
enjoy it more. Don’t put it 
on in the car unless you’re 
driving that car on a road 
trip spirit quest. Don’t slam 
it down your throat in the 
car on the way to soccer 
practice. Put it on vinyl and 
listen to it in your living 
room while your significant 
other is reading a book and 
you’re not allowed to listen 
to anything “too heavy” 
right now. The joke’s on 
them: It’s an ethereal weight 
you’ll want to carry.

—DAVID STAGG

It has been more than 
20 years since the last 
Bloodgood album, so I wasn’t 
sure what to expect from it. 
Would it be fast and power-
ful like the earlier Detonation 
metal era, or more like the 
later and (more) commercial 
All Stand Together hard rock 
era? What would Oz Fox 
bring to the mix – will it have 
any hints of the Stryper 
sound? The questions 
bounced through my mind. 
Well, I would describe it as 
very much full-on Blood-
good, mixing in some of the 
best of all previous releases. 
Metal lovers should be hap-
pier that, overall, this album 
would fall on the heavier 
side, but not so much on the 

faster-paced side of some 
older tracks. Production 
is top notch, making every 
instrument shine (and no, 
it does not hint of Stryper 
at all). The sound is not at 
all thin like some of the 
older albums tended to feel; 
it packs a low-end punch, 
giving it a massive feel in 
comparison. Les still has the 
pipes to pull this off, and the 
band has lost nothing in the 
skills department. I feel this 
may be one of their heavier 
offerings, mainly because 
of the ultra-chunky riffs 
layered with the mega-heavy 
bottom end of the bass. A 
most worthy addition to the 
Bloodgood catalog, which 
includes the fun and metallic 
cover of The Beatles’ “The 
Word.”

—JEFF MCCORMACK

When a band breaks 
up, it often means that the 
members will be taking a 
break for a few years. This 
is luckily the case with one 
of the best metalcore bands 
of the ’00s, Still Remains. 
The band, whose original last 
show was at Cornerstone 
2008, is now back and as 
active as it was in the last 
decade. No intros on the 
new album are as sharp as 
“Stay Captive,” and no songs 
are as brutally addictive as 
“Worst is Yet to Come,” but 
Ceasing to Breathe is a solid 
album that leaves listeners 

wanting more.
Ceasing to Breathe has the 

band returning to a sound 
closer to its first full-length 
album, Of Love and Lunacy, 
than to its sophomore 
effort. The album’s opener 
(“Bare Your Teeth”) skips 
any melodic introduction 
and jumps straight into an 
above-average metalcore 
track. The guest vocals from 
Zao’s Dan Weyandt are an 
excellent touch.

The musicianship is 
incredibly tight. Drummer 
A.J. Barrette and key-
boardist Zachary Roth are 
particularly good on this 
album. “A Way Out” shows 
a great display of what Roth 
can do. It’s nice to hear a 
keyboardist that plays for 
more than 15 seconds a song. 
Likewise, “Keeping Secrets” 
shows off some of Barrette’s 
best drumming.

Like many metalcore art-
ists, there is a wide variety 
of vocal styles used on the 
album (spoken, growled, 
sung, gang, etc.). The only 
problem is that they get a 
tad bit predictable after the 
first few songs. Generally, 
you can expect the first 
few verses to be entirely 
screamed, the chorus 
to have clean vocals and 
screams mixed, and the rest 
of the vocals will be primarily 
screamed but also include 
a few spoken lyrics. All of 
the best qualities are shown 
in the album’s epic closing 
track, “Bitter, Shroud 
Repentance,” which also 
includes the most religious 
lyrics. Most notable is the 
line, “God, embrace me 
in Your Spirit / I fall to my 
knees and I pray for You.”

The only thing missing 
from the album is one or 
two incredible, memora-
ble tracks. The album is 
well-rounded and each track 
is worth listening to, but 

odds are you won’t be taken 
aback by any track the way 
“Worst is Yet to Come” or 
“Stay Captive” got you. 
Nonetheless, “Hope-
less” and “Bitter, Shroud 
Repentance” offer plenty of 
great reasons to listen to the 
album. 

—JEFF MCCORMACK

Couriers describes itself 
as post-hardcore, and while 
that certainly can be seen as 
accurate, it shows just how 
heavy modern post-hardcore 
has become – clean vocals 
do not steal the show in 
the group’s EP, Deciduous. 
At times, you’ll hear song 
structures similar to what 
bands like Underoath, To 
Speak of Wolves and Oh, 
Sleeper have done, with a 
good balance of clean vocals, 
screams and intense-yet-
smooth riffs throughout 
(callous staccato riffs are 
rare) that are neither too 
hard or too soft. 

The gem of this album 
is “Reforestation,” which 
flies in with a catchy chorus 
and even includes some 
chorus vocals (which are 
also featured in “Creature 
Kingdom”). Another stand-
out track is “Driftwood,” 
which is a passionate ballad 
about losing everything that 
features clever symbolism 
that makes good use of soft 
vocals in the beginning and 
end. Both of these tracks are 
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the lightest of the EP, with 
“Arbor Vitae,” “Boneyard,” 
and “Creature Kingdom” 
being the heavier tracks. 

Lyrically, the album is 
openly Christian, (“delivered 
by Your grace we are,” for 
example, from “Creature 
Kingdom”) which isn’t a 
surprise, considering they 
explicitly mention their faith 
on the band’s Facebook 
page. 

The screams from lead 
singer Alex Van Galder 
aren’t as desperately 
gorgeous as the band’s 
influences (example: Micah 
Kinard of Oh, Sleeper), but 
are nonetheless mature and 
one of the stronger aspects 
of the EP. I can’t help but 
hear in the songs a faint but 
promising echo of some 
of the metalcore founding 
fathers, with Couriers’ own 
original twist. 

Many times, while listening 
to the EP, it seems as if the 
group played it safe and was 
afraid to break out into its own 
niche. But it’s nonetheless a 
solid start with many already 
mature tracks that are recog-
nizable. Couriers is like that 
rookie who didn’t win Rookie 
of the Year, but thrilled the 
crowd with raw talent and 
hard work. Watch out for next 
season.

—JORDAN GONZALEZ

Solamors is the brainchild 
of ex-Becoming the Arche-

type member Alex Kenis. 
He recruited ex-ex-Becom-
ing the Archetype vocalist 
Jason Wisdom and drummer 
Travis Turner (who played 
with Kenis before BTA in 
Aletheian). Just like many 
other bands these days, 
Solamors used crowdfunding 
to release this, their debut 
album, Depravity’s Demise. 
Originally due out last 
spring, the band had some 
unseen setbacks and ended 
up releasing the record on 
Christmas Eve.

For a band who has never 
played in the same room 
together, Depravity’s Demise 
is just about as good of a 
record as a band who spent 
three weeks hashing out 
one in a studio together. 
With very few straight 
metal records released last 
year, Solamors delivers a 
great mix of technical and 
rhythmic guitar. This record 
captures some of the best 
styles in metal I have heard 
in the past few years. If 
you are a fan of The Burial, 
Dream Theater, Animals As 
Leaders, Amon Amarth (or 
if you’re just missing Becom-
ing the Archetype), you are 
going to be a very happy 
camper. This is a great end 
of the year release for the 
metal genre.

—ROB HOUSTON

Cheisrah is an inde-
pendent metalcore band 

from Bangalore, India, 
and their debut record, 
Deafbreed, has sex appeal: 
wonderful artwork; great 
album name; effective, 
professional photography. 
And while the f inal coat of 
paint may look great, the 
guts of the house, while 
occasionally succumb-
ing to the generic, have 
some hot f lashes and 
great movement in their 
songwriting.

The four-piece outfit 
falls victim to (or is it they 
prey on?) a number of the 
defining metalcore staples, 
but there are sincere flash-
es of promise all over this 
release. For example, one 
of the breakdowns in the 
title track, “Deafbreed,” 
took a lesson from – gasp! 
– emo, and it totally works. 
It made an otherwise easy 
spot to mail in another 
instrumental and instead 
made it fun. The break-
down two-thirds of the way 
through “Skinned” was 
surprisingly well structured 
and pointed. I’m really 
digging the first act of 
“No More Tolerance,” and 
some of the transitional 
instrumentation pieces 
work really well.

The clean vocals turn 
out to be a double-edged 
sword, working as an ef-
fective instrument in most 
places, but occasionally, 
like when the singing pops 
up again at the beginning of 
“Home,” it feels amateur 
and out of place. (That 
track in particular seems to 
lose its way. The outro fails 
in execution, falling a little 
behind the beat, loose on 
the track.)

It’s all right, though, 
because this isn’t the 
record that’s going to make 
or break them, anyway. 
The truth is Deafbreed is a 
great starting point for a 

band on their path. It’s a 
wonderful foundation that, 
when release full-length 
records, even the band will 
look back on this record 
happily, but happier with 
they’ve become. It’s worth 
your spin.

—DAVID STAGG

Three years after its first 
full length, worship-band-
come-rock-group The Letter 
Black has followed up its 
critically-acclaimed debut 
with Rebuild. The group has 
expanded on some of the 
elements of the Hanging on 
By a Thread release, including 
the use of symphonicism and 
lead vocalist Sarah Anthony’s 
banshee shrieks — but it 
keeps its familiar melody and 
punch-to-the-face delivery. 
As a sophomore release, this 
one really captures the group’s 
growth well, and reveals an ex-
citing direction for the rising 
Tooth and Nail stars.

The Uniontown, Pa., for-
merly known as Breaking the 
Silence, delivered Hanging 
on By a Thread in 2010 and 
have averaged 150 shows a 
year. Hanging On By A Remix 
(a set of electronic remixes 
of the original album) was 
released in 2012. After a 
scheduling delay in April of 
2013, Rebuild was introduced 
to the world in November of 
the same year. 

The album has a seamless 
flow and brings both modern 

and classic hard rock ele-
ments to the table. The band 
brings its familiar melodies 
and devastatingly delivered 
screams with songs like “Sick 
Charade” and “Breakout.” 
The band also throws in some 
beautifully done ballads 
like “Found” and “Outside 
Looking In,” which isn’t 
uncommon for the band, but 
the ballads on this album are 
even more beautiful than the 
last release, resembling more 
contemporary music and 
rock fusion. There are even 
some punk-rock influences 
on the track “Devil” thrown 
in with the band’s familiar 
sound. 

Overall, this album is 
similar to the group’s debut 
release, but does show some 
great new twists that show 
the future of the band. The 
group certainly smoothed 
out the rough edges from 
the first album, although it 
isn’t perfect. Some of the 
tracks on the album feel 
a little repetitive (“Pain 
Killer”), and some of the 
tracks get a little boring 
(“Rebuild”), but this album 
is very well-done despite 
its few flaws. For fans of 
Thousand Foot Krutch, Pillar 
and Fireflight.

—JUSTIN CROTEAU

Let//Go screams into your 
ears from a self-titled with 
all the intensity that draws 
people into metal. Energy 
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pours forth from the rap-
id-fire drumming and furious 
vocals, shaking the listener 
by the shoulders as the lead 
guitar creates a hypnotizing 
effect. Occasional punches 
of deep, resounding bass add 
some depth. The lyrics issue 
a call for believers to pick up 
those that have fallen.

These guys are very clear 
they want to change our 
broken world using hope 
as their weapon of choice; 
they want you taking up the 
charge along with them. 
There’s not a track on this 
album I wouldn’t be willing to 
set on “repeat” for a couple 
of spins. If Let//Go can con-
tinue this quality of work, I’ll 
be a rabid fan in short order.

—JEFF COLLINS

When a group joins the 
“core” genres, there is a 
proverbial checklist of things 
they must do: breakdowns, 
double bass, breakdowns, 
maybe some keyboard work, 
melodic choruses ... What 
does This Divided World 
bring to the table, then? 
Everything on that checklist. 
Yup, TDW is pumping out 
good old fashioned death-
core and infusing it with the 
gospel of Jesus.

The mastermind behind 
the studio deathcore group is 
Micah Brill, and he pulled no 
punches on this sophomore 
release. The group’s debut 

release, When Darkness 
Reigns, was a pretty ste-
reotypical deathcore piece. 
Other than the fact that 
all the instruments where 
done by Micah, there wasn’t 
really anything very unique 
about the release. With their 
sophomore EP, The Missing 
Pages, TDW has come with 
one huge punch with a dif-
ferent vocalist on each track, 
including Shannon Low (The 
Order of Elijah) and Thomas 
Hirst (Creations), to name 
a few.

The record starts out 
immensely heavy with 
“The Words I Should Have 
Said,” featuring Low. 
The album slows from 
there, and the third track, 
“Hell,” featuring Hirst, is 
the slowest point of the 
record. “What Has Been 
Seen Cannot Be Unseen” 
took an interesting turn 
when Brill tapped Samuel 
Stephens (A Body Divided) 
for vocals and put a really 
strong atmospheric back-
ground to the track. The 
final song on the record, 
“Curbstomp the Devil,” 
is a really good throwback 
track for the band bringing 
in Matt (the only vocalist 
on When Darkness Reigns) 
to do vocals, bringing the 
instrumentals back to what 
we saw on the first record.

This Divided World 
doesn’t really stand out too 
much in the sea of deathcore 
bands. The music is pretty 
generic and gets a little 
repetitive, but the addition 
of some crazy, heavy 
atmosphere and the varying 
vocalists does give the album 
a dynamic edge.

What this band does do 
that very few deathcore 
acts do, though, is bring 
the gospel into a genre that 
desperately needs it, and 
that screams louder than the 
music ever could.

Polish group There Is 
No Tomorrow made its 
first official release back 
in October with The Cult 
of Celebrity, a six-track EP. 
The three-piece metalcore 
band formed in 2010, with 
a mission of fighting against 
materialism and “plastic 
pseudo-values.”

Musically, the group 
is sound. The drums are 
well-handled, adding a 
strong background to each 
track. TiNT avoids the 
sins of many young metal 
bands, like clashing cymbals 
and constant double bass 
that overpowers the other 
elements of the song. The 
guitar and bass really fill 
out the songs and create a 
great base for vocals or other 
elements to be added.

Unfortunately, the vocals 
are very one-dimensional. 
The screams are decent; 
however, there is very 
little variation in pitch or 
intensity. On occasion, the 
vocalist will bring it down to 
an almost singing or talking 
voice, but this just shows 
TiNT’s inexperience, and it 
interrupts the flow of the 
song. The lyrics are dark at 
times — and though they 
tackle serious concepts like 
consumerism and self-indul-
gence (as suggested by the 
title The Cult of Celebrity), 
it tends to sound like they 
are trying too hard to have 

something to say rather 
than saying something that 
matters to them.

—HAILEY RAY

Adelaide (not to be 
confused with the now-de-
funct English band of the 
same name) brings some 
heaviness with their second 
EP, Shipwrecks, but the lack 
of well-written lead parts 
can make parts of it tough to 
listen to.

It’s unfortunate, too, 
because there are parts on 
the EP that really set the 
Georgia-based act apart. 
They have no problem nail-
ing basic songwriting skills 
and chugs; their low end is 
solid, driving and keeps a 
pace and a vein throughout 
the album. But some of their 
lead choices rain on their 
respective tracks. “Fingers 
Crossed” is great until 
they hit their first groove 
and the lead starts in like a 
faint car alarm that doesn’t 
let up. Ultimately, it’s the 
only thing you notice, even 
though there’s a beautiful 
surrounding landscape. Even 
worse, they revisit the part 
later in the song.

It’s bizarre, because they 
obviously know how to use 
leads correctly; it’s not like 
the band wrote an album 
full of junior high riffs. In 
fact, some of them are truly 
enjoyable. The production 
sounds great, too, but every 

once in a while, they make 
some bad decisions.

It’s the band’s second EP 
and it’s better than their 
first, so there’s still some 
time to grow before they 
release a full-length; I’m 
looking forward. It’d be a 
shame to waste the rest of 
their talent.

—DAVID STAGG

This old metal band has 
defied its age and captured a 
performance that is worthy 
of the ages. Recorded at 
Switzerland’s Elements 
of Rock Festival in 2012, 
Barren Cross does what any 
metal band should do (old/
veteran or young/fresh) 
and kick your behind into 
next week. Yep, the original 
lineup of Barren Cross (Mike 
Lee on vocals, Ray Parris on 
guitar, Steve Whitaker on 
drums, Jim LaVerde on bass) 
were totally on and ready for 
the night.

Besides killing it live, the 
band shows that its catalog is 
seriously under-appreciated. 
The entire show is basically 
one killer heavy metal hit 
after another. Atomic Arena’s 
“Living Dead” starts the set 
off, and almost the entire 
track listing from the band’s 
sophomore album finds 
life here – “Close to the 
Edge,” “Deadlock,” “Cultic 
Regimes” and “Killers of the 
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Unborn” are placed dynami-
cally throughout the lengthy 
set. Three tunes from State 
of Control are energetically 
played as well, with an extra 
long rendition of “Stage of 
Intensity” played second, 
featuring plenty of jamming. 
“Ten Thousand Years” shows 
up as a personal request 
from one of the promoters, 
and “Bigotry Man” sounds 
as relevant as ever. A con-
centrated set featuring three 
songs from the Believe EP 
and their Rock for the King 
debut show up in the middle 
of this double-disc live al-
bum – “Believe,” “Light the 
Flame” and “He Loves You.”

The material that gets the 
biggest boost of “Did you 
remember how good this al-
bum was?” is the Rattle Your 
Cage material, which sounds 
great. “The Unsuspecting,” 
with its compelling story 
of an insensitive killer, the 
worshipful “Here I Am” and 
the title track, “Rattle Your 
Cage.” A couple new songs 
turn up, too. The instru-
mental “Walking with God” 
and “Whitewashed Love,” 
which is always a bonus 
when a veteran band gets 
back together to capture 
a moment. We’re all the 
better for this band’s efforts 
to record this amazing set. 
Metal doesn’t get much 
better.

—DOUG VAN PELT

All new metalcore bands: 
listen to this EP. It is, hands 
down, one of the best five-
song releases I’ve ever heard, 
a perfection of the metal-
core genre. In fact, I haven’t 
heard anything like it since 
August Burns Red’s Messen-
gers. The Los Angeles-based 
band has put together five 
“stories,” as they call them, 
the stories of the survivors 
and civilians involved in the 
atomic Japanese detona-
tions at the end of World 
War II.

The inventive songwriting 
is a game-changer. Their 
heavy, progressive brand of 
metalcore can be mid-
groove before abolishing the 
meter and taking you for a 
two-measure ride.

The most impressive 
thing may actually be the 
songwriting restraint the 
band shows in their two in-
strumental tracks. Because 
of their placement and flow, 
the five-song EP plays like a 
day on a battlefield, starting 
with the battle before 
settling down into the eerie 
calm and quiet of the re-
cords’ incredibly composed 
and simultaneously re-
strained instrumental tracks. 
Silent Planet is an HM Band 
to Watch in 2014.

—DAVID STAGG

I have to admit that when 
I started listening to this disc 

I thought to myself, “Great, 
another band that likes to 
scream the lyrics instead 
of pursuing the fine art of 
singing them!” That thought 
quickly vanished after I 
heard some of the other mu-
sical elements this Bay Area 
band presented. That’s not 
to say that you may not still 
need to have a lyric sheet in 
front of you to understand 
what they’re trying to get 
across.  I may not be the one 
to give this band a second 
listen, because I am not a 
huge fan of metalcore, but 
you might. Actually, I take 
that back, I will probably lis-
ten to “Night Walker” again. 
That was a pretty groovy 
tune. This band hammers out 
a pounding message of God 
in a very hardcore manner. 
At least, I think that’s what 
they’re doing. Filled with 
guitar licks that one would 
expect to hear from a 
guitarist that has been in the 
biz for decades, along with 
some intriguing twists and 
turns on the production side, 
this disc does cause you to 
think faster. As a matter of 
fact, this four-piece sounds 
solid in every aspect of its 
presentation. This album 
is impressive, as it may 
cause me to re-evaluate the 
essence of the metalcore 
genre.

—JEFF COLLINS

Chock-full of bass drops, 
tuned-down guitars and 
heavy-duty growls, No Es-
cape, No Morale isn’t for the 
faint of heart. The Infantry, 
a five-piece from Mansfield, 
Ohio, didn’t pull any punch-
es with its first EP. (Imagine 
a slow-paced mix between 
metalcore and hardcore 
and you’re about on target.) 
Although a lot of the EP suf-
fers from too much chugging 
and growling (this is not to 
criticize the talent and ex-
cellence of the vocals), there 
are many surprises nestled 
in-between. “Brotherhood,” 
for instance, features crisp, 
clean vocals which include 
excellent harmony, and 
“Points” is a cover of Linkin 
Park’s “Points of Authority,” 
complete with nu-metal 
rapping. “Empty Tomb” fea-
tures cryptic whispering that 
gives off a slightly creepy 
tone. Finally, differing styles 
of screams, from pig squeals 
to hardcore-style screams, 
are sprinkled throughout the 
EP, although growling is the 
norm.

—JORDAN GONZALEZ

June and the Well bring 
us a self-titled album of light 
rock I might expect to hear 
on the local mainstream 
radio station, if not for the 
slight indie flavor from which 
too many stations seem to 
shy away.

The soft vocals create 

an easy-going atmosphere, 
especially when coupled 
with the acoustic guitar 
that dominates every track, 
sometimes with little else to 
accompany it. Just when it 
seems a song may be a lone 
singer and his guitar, perhaps 
playing at your local coffee 
house while you fellowship 
with friends over a steaming 
cup of java, the rest of the 
band sneaks in the back door 
and joins in.

The light piano, quiet 
drums, and so-smooth-you-
might-miss-it bass fit well 
with the acoustic sound. 
While much of the album is 
slow-paced, the band does 
bring some energy to a few 
of its tunes and even adds a 
touch of electric guitar here 
and there. Only the final 
track hits as a full-blown 
rock song.

Not all of the songs are 
in English (and the vocalist 
does have a notable accent). 
I pick up on a spiritual 
atmosphere without many 
overt mentions of anything 
religious. “Second Chance” 
celebrates the “second 
natural birth” while “The 
Blossom” announces the 
singer’s love of the world 
ever since his life has been 
saved, conjuring thoughts 
of God’s love for humanity 
pouring out of him without a 
direct statement of who it is 
that saved his life.

I find the overall effect of 
June and the Well too calm 
for my thrash-trained ears, 
but there is a beauty here 
that I can’t help but recog-
nize. Even when the calm 
music doesn’t enthuse me, I 
find myself pausing to take 
in the lyrics. I’ve even found 
myself absentmindedly 
singing a song or two. Check 
it out if you need something 
a little more soothing in your 
speakers.

—CHAD SIDES
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It takes some serious 
skills to be a good screamer 
and not ruin your voice live 
(or in the studio) within 
a short amount of time. 
Screamer and lead vocalist 
for With a Voice, Dylan 
Raftevold, channels the 
post-hardcore/ metalcore 
screaming really well. He 
reminds listeners of A Day 
to Remember’s Jeremy 
McKinnon and A Hope for 
Home’s Nathan Winchell, 
while the clean vocals can 
be matched to some of We 
Came As Romans’ better 
tracks.

With a Voice’s new 
album, The Witness In The 
Valley, is a mixed bag of 
the metalcore genre and 
pure, post-hardcore. Many 
songs have faster and 
darker breakdowns, while 
the interludes in the middle 
of songs (like “Phantom 
Pain”) border on the 
post-hardcore, non-metal 
feel. While it’s easily the 
best track here (even if 
it drags a bit), the album 
tends to feel a bit like a 
sampler platter of what the 
band’s been working on for 
a long time.

Other tracks like “The 
Hero I Had” may remind 
listeners of the hardcore 
we heard from fan favorites 
Chasing Victory, without 
the raw rock placement. 
Since forming in 2010, this 
is With a Voice’s first full-

length, which is surprising 
for a band with a decent 
following and experience 
playing hundreds of shows 
with big names. The songs 
show the group’s age, and, 
unfortunately, it showcases 
only glimpses of what a band 
like this is capable of.

For fans of A Day To 
Remember (screams, break-
downs) , A Hope For Home 
(heavy aspect).

—JUSTIN MABEE

Pocket Vinyl is a unique 
group, with husband-and-
wife duo Eric Stevenson 
and Elizabeth Jancewicz 
as the foundation. The 
self-proclaimed “piano 
slam rock” group tours full 
time, primarily around the 
New England area, with 
Stevenson on vocals, guitar 
and piano and a few rotating 
members on drums. Jance-
wicz adds a unique element 
to the group’s live shows 
by creating a new piece of 
art on stage, which is then 
auctioned off after the 
performance. Death Anxiety, 
released in October 2013, is 
Pocket Vinyl’s third album 
since 2010.

Stevenson has a smooth 
voice that carries a sense of 
insight and adds depth to 
the songs’ lyrics just with 
its style. Questioning is a 
strong theme throughout 
the album, questioning of 
self and our own perceptions 

of life, God and people. The 
lyrics don’t try too hard to 
be meaningful and profound, 
keeping sentiments simple 
and making them feel more 
sincere. 

Most songs only contain 
subtle additions outside 
of piano and drums, so 
the tracks never seem 
too cluttered. Stevenson 
often builds his vocals up 
to ragged choruses that 
add more emotion, rather 
than expressing scream-
like angst. It’s great to see 
another band featuring pi-
ano in more than just slow 
ballads, but the frequent 
“slam” style leaves you 
wishing for a more intricate 
and thoughtful melody at 
times. 

Death Anxiety has 11 
tracks, with most running 
closer to five minutes than 
three. The songs are each 
fairly solid; however, the 
album lacks diversity and 
it’s not always clear if the 
track has built up from a 
break or the next has start-
ed. Pocket Vinyl delivers 
a nice, smooth listening 
experience, but is probably 
best appreciated one track 
at a time.

—HAILEY RAY

Mixing genres is often 
hard to do, and in metal, it 
happens more often than 
you’d think. (I’m speaking 
of bands employing the 

electronic/hardcore bands, 
which are all the rage these 
days.) Sadly, it’s become 
the norm, and the tech-
nique is pretty much stale 
in 2014.

That’s why a band like 
Day of Vengeance stands 
out, with their relent-
less, unabashed form of 
hardcore. The group’s third 
full-length outing, Crutch-
less, channels various styles 
of metal, including black 
metal, deep hardcore and 
even some thrash in parts. 
While they might not be 
as technical as a band like 
Becoming the Archetype, 
songs like “Beaten Path” 
feature a haunting vocal 
style reminiscent of bands 
like Maylene and the Sons 
of Disaster (before they 
went Southern rock and 
without the Southern wails) 
and Of Mice and Men. 

The best thing about 
these Florida boys is how 
much heart they put 
behind what they do. You 
can tell some of the songs 
were done after just a 
few takes, particularly on 
tracks like “Best Friends 
and Murderers.” The song 
ends with vocalist Josiah 
Hughes coughing up a lung, 
and it adds some reality 
to the hardcore element 
the group is portraying 
with Crutchless. Other 
tracks, like the ferocious 
“Broken Bones,” boast a 
speed-metal bridge and a 
couple heavy drops that 
set them apart from the 
typical hardcore scene. 
Many bands in this genre 
stick to one focus, whether 
that’s the hardcore or the 
metal side. For Day of 
Vengeance, combining 
the various genres is just 
another day at the office.

For fans of Chasing 
Victory, Maylene and the 
Sons of Disaster, Of Mice 

and Men.
—JUSTIN MABEE

I am not positive as to 
whether the band claims to 
be Christian in nature, but 
this release is of interest for 
two reasons.

First, the album is, as the 
band says, “diverse and quite 
(a) deep concept album” 
about the enslavement of 
the Israelites in Egypt. And 
secondly, the band decided 
to include some of their 
favorite vocalists as guest 
vocalists, and they include 
our friend Matt Smith of 
Theocracy and Lance King 
(Pyramaze, Balance of 
Power).

Joining them are other 
guest vocalists Göran Edman 
(ex-Yngwie Malmsteen, John 
Norum), Daisa Munhoz 
(Vandroya, Soulspell), Mi-
chael Vescera (Obsession, 
Animetal USA) and others.

Signum Regis’s previous 
releases leaned a bit more 
to the neoclassical metal 
genre, but this time around 
they come off as a bit more 
straight forward melodic 
metal with a dose of power 
metal thrown in for good 
measure.

I would say this release is 
quite a worthy addition to 
the collection of any melodic 
metal fan.

—JEFF MCCORMACK
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